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Abstract 
An attempt to epistemological completion of formal-math theories of relativity is presented. Caus-
al interpretations of SR and GR are suggested. The problem to physical gist of gravity is explained 
as a contradiction of cognition vs. intuition. Gravity phenomena are represented as unexplored 
peculiarity of basic particles. The gravity constant is deduced from the known parameters of the 
electron. 
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1. Introduction 
We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking, we used when we created them.  

Einstein 

1.1. Critical Remarks, Objective and Methodology 
The significance of gravity and relativity theories as well as the tremendous merits of genius Newton, Einstein 
and other distinguishable classics is undeniable in today’s physics. Meanwhile, we shall emphasize that existing 
works on examined area both significantly famous ones and not so much known ones, mostly remain as for-
mal-mathematical theories, since any of these does not yet answer such natural question as: what is the physical 
nature of gravity?  

The problem requires explanation of causal link between gravity and material substance that needs to be 
solved to achieve unambiguous clarity on the issue. 
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Meanwhile, majority of contemporary theorists consider sufficiently correct quantitative descriptions only as 
the ultimate goal of the research. Moreover, similar formulation of a problem may sound somewhat un-
usual-lawless in their view. It seems the deal is not in physicists’ competency at all, as they learned to answer 
the questions “how much is it” before the definition “what it is”, within adopted ideology and unspoken stan-
dards in modern physics. We urge to draw attention to the important fact in the context: 

The same experimentally known gravity constant is used in Newton’s gravity as well as in Einstein’s GR 
and in many alternate theories by different variations; by the same, the physical essence of gravity remains 
an unresolved mystery of nature, as it is unanswered yet where from this constant has arisen and why its val-
ue is it? 

Thus, the significance of existing theories may be evaluated mostly by the quantitative agreement of their re-
sults with observations rather than by the cognitive promotion in the subject area, that indicates a pure technical 
character of the known attempts and acting criteria. The problem is basically important and long disputable, to 
begin without certain presentation. It demands some detailed examination of a long passed way that has brought 
to the formation of current ideology, methodology and to a certain stalemate in problematic sections of physics 
in general. Mentioned intention can hardly be attractive to nowadays’ theorists; we realize that it might look as 
an anachronism, as something long withdrawn from practice because of previous attempts. Meanwhile, it is just 
inevitable in stated task, since investigated questions demand conceptual-epistemological analysis more than 
technical. Therefore, certain time and good-enough patience of readers are required for mastering new concepts 
and language which are actually well forgotten old ones. We start with registration of few important guiding 
points. As mentioned above:  

a) The theoretical studies of phenomena are equalized to their quantitative investigations in modern phys-
ics, adopted by some historical circumstances (math modeling of reality) 

The problem was widely discussed long ago among distinguished coryphées of physics, as well as philoso-
phers. The question has mostly related to revealing new-unusual quantitative properties and relations peculiar to 
the elementary particles of substance (quantum relations). The final key principles and the “correct” methodol-
ogy were adopted through hard disputes, by the decision of majority despite the unanswered questions. Readers 
can find some detailed criticism and principles that we will follow in Ref. [1].  

We shall emphasize the absence of author’s intention to announce existing theories and achieved results on 
the subject as “something wrong at all”. Nevertheless, we have seen:  

b) The objective of this work is the cause-cognitive interpretation and completion of the studied subject that 
is investigated experimentally and mainly quantitatively (mathematically), thanks to deserving researchers- 
pioneers 

It must give cognitive “body and blood” to formal math theories, transforming these to conceptually com-
plete, real-physical ones, by author’s intention. By comprehensible logic, a critical overview of studied object is 
necessary for such expectation. The subject of methodology is too large to discuss it fully. We can suggest also 
Ref. [2] (Russian) on the issue. We have seen a nice book of L. Brillouin as the most valuable on the subject 
Ref. [3]. We bring also his wonderful words on significance of criticism and reexamination of views in science; 
“Fanatical veneration of any theory is incorrect-they are improving!” Thus, the possible representation of the 
presented work as a kind of “encroachment” of deserving names and their merits will be deeply unfair. Mean-
while, we just need to agree that any authoritative scientist, even with great merits, may be an ordinary man on-
ly, uninsured of human mistakes and misconceptions. The development of science has never gone smooth and 
straight ahead. Nevertheless, researchers often have been forced to return to the rejected ideas, correcting their 
mistakes. Then we can assert:  

The periodical overview of passed way in scientific research must be permissible and necessary; otherwise, 
we may get a confessional doctrine-instead of realistic science.  

Coming to a), we need to explain our approach to the mentioned designation of physical theory in general, to 
be clear what we are doing next. The matter is we are forced to overpass the adopted hard instructions and reci-
pes on the methodology of physics to get some new opportunities in our investigations. The lacks of accepted 
paradigm of physical science was discussed and has been criticized by authoritative scientists particularly by 
Einstein. Therefore, we can be extremely short. The adopted approach is considered as a sufficient condition for 
complete representation and study of reality, in dominant present ideology. Below unspoken opportunities are 
supposed by the same.  

c) We have the ability of revealing the actual picture of reality through experiments and observations only  
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d) Our abstract-quantitative descriptions completely correspond to reality 
Thus, the task of finding “enough-correct” descriptions of “real facts”, revealed by experiments, seems as the 

final objective of a good physical theory. The implementation of further, increasingly complicating experiments 
and creation of a huge system of quantitative descriptions, covering as many possible facts and phenomena are 
seen as the desirable task of physical science within conformity of presented paradigm a), c), d). 

We briefly have depicted above the essence of the adopted formal-math methodology in nowadays physics. 
Meanwhile, above-described designation of physical theory a) and convictions c), d) can be evaluated as an ex-
pression of trivial desire “to simplify works” that, however, causes serious misconceptions and unsolvable situa-
tions in result that we are facing today. Some consecutive analysis should be enough to get convinced in 
above-said. We will examine one bright historical example somewhat related to gravity problem.  

The known historical offer of genius Copernicus, on replacement of the geocentric system to a heliocentric, 
with consequent huge advance in celestial mechanics directly demonstrates the injustice of above presented 
perception and nowadays paradigm of physical science at all. Let us remember some details on the issue. The 
early observations of planets and collected data on their movements did not give opportunity to researchers to 
see any principle in their intricate paths. Let us assume that our ancestors had been satisfied with observed data 
and they had registered-systemized these as “real laws of nature”, in conformity to c). It is easy to comprehend 
that they would be forced to use certain tremendous-sophisticated system of quantitative description of planets’ 
movement, well conforming to observations, having no idea of the causal essence of phenomena at all. Thus, 
their “celestial mechanics” would look as some analog of nowadays quantum theory; there would be well tested, 
working formulas (instructions, tables, diagrams etc.) and full absence of any causal explanation: why does this 
group of phenomena go namely so?  

Copernicus’s incredible merit lies in his thought operations-logical judgments that gave a wonderful opportu-
nity to reveal a universal rule in planets’ movement that had been observed before as separately different. He has 
placed an imaginary observer on the Sun and has defined how planets’ movements would seem from there. 
Then, it became possible “to see” imaginary picture of decent paths of planets and the unique rule of their 
movements, thanks to this judgments. The discussion is about Kepler’s laws somewhat generalizing planets’ 
movement, providing their universal description. Newton’s law of universal gravity had next huge advance that 
was obtained from Kepler’s laws by technical-mathematical way only (using differential calculus), in a form of 
short-compact quantitative relation serving as a basis of classic celestial mechanics. There are many examples in 
classical physics on significance and inevitable necessity of logical operations. Thus, we can emphasize the im-
portant fact:  

e) The significant progress in physics was achieved thanks to implementation of logical-judging operations, 
intermediately between experiments-observations and quantitative investigations-descriptions of phenomena 

From this and other similar examples, we can remark next obvious conclusion: 
f) Mostly, we have no possibility to direct observe the actual values and “the right picture” of reality that 

we trust and accept as “basic law of nature” 
As we saw in above example, we have no capability of direct observation of the regular-beautiful paths of 

planets around the Sun, and we accepted their existence thanks to our thought operations and applicability- 
productivity of created imaginary picture-model. Our next predictions and calculations are based on the created 
model and adopted principles and can be confirmed with new observations in some favorable cases. However, 
we can also comprehend the absence of opportunity of new experiments-observations that may confirm our pre-
dictions and theories at all, conditioned by different unsolvable technical restrictions mainly. Then we can only 
be satisfied with the trusted model due to its completion, until new facts force us review our beliefs. It is the 
normal-natural way of the development of science by its long history. Thus, we can state trivial simplifications 
in the declared paradigm a), c) and imperfection of adopted methodology in result.  

We have used definitely distinguished concept and approach to significance and methodology of physical 
science with considering the above presented criticism and guiding principles. Reader must overcome natural 
skepticism and unfavorable heavy suspicions to applied approach created due to long historic circumstances. It 
is the price to get some clarity on the studied subject that has been natural in many similar cases. Therefore, 
reader’s own decision is required here to judge how much trust the presented work inspires, and how much use-
ful it seems.  

The opportunity of interpreting quantum phenomena and microcosm in whole with implementation of imagi-
nary-figurative representations and universal cause-effect laws of nature are presented in Refs. [1] [4]. We mark 
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common principles of applied methodology and deep correspondence of basic assumptions. Many realistic 
thinkers repeatedly have called to return back to natural way of thinking and to cause-effect interpretations vs. 
adopted formal methodology as Refs. [5] [6]. However, official viewpoint on the key principles remains long 
unshakable despite formal declarations “to involve new ideas”. Author’s approach to the significance of physical 
science may be expressed in words of wonderful physicist’s R. Lindsay who saw the designation of science 
“comprehension of the essence of things by thinking” Ref. [7] that does not correspond to dominant ideology. 

1.2. Mathematics and Epistemology 
The necessity to clarify the meaning and significance of used concepts and actions to build our science follow 
from the above outlined approach. The contemporary physical theories may be characterized as quantitative 
judgments, corresponding to the experimentally established results, as noted above. Therefore, the examination 
of assumption (1.1. d)) becomes most important as one of the basic criteria of significance of adopted paradigm 
of physical theory at all. The history of development and abstract-generalized character of math apparatus are 
known to us from school education that we formulate as below: 

We evaluate mathematics as a wonderful human creation, serving as a special language and rational tool, 
providing important opportunity for description and investigation of kinds of quantitative relations inherent 
to studied subjects. 

By definition, mathematics must work under certain logical control as a “language-tool”; it cannot work by 
itself and always be useful to us, because of the possibility of its unclaimed applications as with any other tools. 
It means researcher-operator must well comprehend the meaning and clear target of math actions-operations to 
get somewhat guaranteed-valuable results. We are forced to mention that modern physicists are often guided by 
pure formal-mathematical demands only, in abstraction from actual peculiarities of studied real physical objects 
in dominant practice. They are inclined to trust the strong math rules only due to their standard education, look-
ing at the ordinary logic arguments as some “not enough clear things”, therefore, as undesirable and not manda-
tory! The ignorance of logical control in math operations leaves only the way of quantitative considerations by 
trivial test-error principle, which increases their works and minimizes the productivity, especially in complicated 
cases. Meanwhile, a careful examination of the mutual relation of mathematical and logical rules may clarify 
their common roots and groundlessness of seeming contradictions among these. We can be convinced from his-
tory in the incomparable success of mathematics as well as of natural sciences in general, namely, in the period 
when logical and quantitative considerations were applied with organic combinations. As is known, different 
kinds of quantitative operations and math functions may be reduced to basic concepts of unit & null (1 & 0) and 
to application of abstract quantity conservation law (1 = 1 ≠ 0). It reflects the general principle of nature: a real 
“thing” can be created from another real one only and cannot be transformed to “nothing”. Thus, all kinds of 
math equations and operations are based, and these may be reduced to above-mentioned elementary concepts 
and simple actions (binary numeral system and modern computing technology may serve as simple evidences to 
above-said). We will remark for our guidance: 

a) Mathematics is a specialized section in common study system developed as generalized-abstract, separate 
discipline by using special-rational symbolism. The coincidence and correspondence of mathematics with the 
reality and its workability are conditioned by the implementation of the quantitative conservation laws, re-
flecting universal peculiarity of phenomena in nature. The quantity conservation laws themselves are based 
on cause-effect strong logic. Thus, mathematics may be linked to natural science with clear initial definitions 
the real objects and their properties, expressed by math concepts and symbols 

It is easy to realize the above, taking into consideration that the same formulas and equations can be used in 
different cases, depending what meaning is attributed to symbols. 

It follows from mentioned:  
b) Neither the logical considerations themselves nor pure math methods can serve us independently and 

sufficiently to complete descriptions of real phenomena. Their clear linked application only can serve as a 
possible effective analytical way of research 

Meantime, above-said is not some discovery in scientific methodology; our ancestors actually had long 
worked by the same principle. The matter is early thinkers had insufficient math knowledge (as well as experi-
mental capabilities). They somewhat have ignored their significance at all, as natural, being guided by logical 
judgments mostly. 
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The unprecedented shift has occurred thanks to the opening of Newton-Leibniz differential calculus. Physic-
ists have decided to review previous methods at all, leaning on pure math methods only, ignoring logical judg-
ments as “something traditional-ineffective”, being deeply impressed with the unprecedented success and seem-
ing capabilities of new methodology! The short-term valuable results (the known success of quantum represen-
tations) had been perceived as weighty confirmation of reformers’ decision, in favor of involved formal-math 
methodology. Unprecedented problems and confusions however, have arisen with the time because of innova-
tion as Ref. [6]. Thus, we can observe from above-said:  

c) The Ideology and methodology in physics resolutely deflected from one incomplete-ineffective to another 
extreme, due to historic circumstances1 

We have shown above that logical considerations are mostly ignored in present formal methodology. To be 
more precise, they are actually used spontaneously, in some silent-arbitrary manner, because the attempts to 
build “pure mathematical physics”, without any logical considerations at all, obviously, will be an extreme ab-
straction that can hardly have any significance! Then simple follows the next unexpected and important demand: 

d) Logical considerations in natural science must be used either on the sufficient systematized basis-or be 
excluded at all  

The second way will be obviously speculative and can hardly be useful for someone. Then there remains no 
choice other than first. Based on above-said we accept:  

e) The experimental results, logical and quantitative considerations must be adopted as mandatory compo-
nents in the complete methodology of realistic natural science 

Thus, one of mentioned three basic tools is ignored in disputable sections of modern physics in fact, due to 
various historic circumstances. The question has been long discussed by many distinguished coryphées and we 
tried to present briefly the whole importance of the problem to revise used methodology. The reader, himself, 
may judge the opportunities and productivity of suggested application by following content. We will mention 
another important fact on this as well:  

f) The combination of logic and quantitative considerations provides a new important tool of research, 
putting necessary restrictions on each other and mutually controlling both applications 

The borders and limitations of applications in study process become clear and appear themselves in natural 
ways with e) deriving from properties and peculiarities of real objects (which is one of the main problems in 
present formal-math methodology!). It significantly increases research capabilities and decreases unnecessary 
mathematisation of problems. The simple examples may demonstrate meaning and rightness to the above-said.   

Let’s mark apples quantity as A, and number of children B. We use operation A/B and not B/A to distribute 
apples to children, despite the two operations are equally lawful from formal math’s point (as a definition ratio 
of two numbers). The matter is, here we silently considered that A may be fractional and B never can, i.e., 1) we 
have applied logical restriction, which frees us from examination of second operation); 2) we get two contrary 
results ±A when we define the radius of circle with known surface. We choose +A, ignoring −A, because we do 
not use in practice the circle with minus radius (logical decision); 3) we ignore the sizes of two cities when we 
speak about their distance. We use such approximations to simplify our work, clearly realizing their restriction 
and relative significance (idealized, thought operations). These simplest examples demonstrate whole triviality 
of the supposed opportunity (1.1. d)) and the necessity of initial consideration of physical peculiarities of real 
objects, parallel with the quantitative operations. It provides the necessary conditions and important instructions 
to quantitative operations in the researches. Mentioned demands were mostly regarded in classical physics in 
natural ways (without special declaration), and are mostly ignored in formal methodology due to formed cir-
cumstances (also without declaration!). The abstract math concepts become confused with the real-physical ones 
in the research works that created artificial problems and aroused unsolvable paradoxes in consequence.  

The clearly formulated demand to divide physical and math concepts from each other reader can find in Ref. 
[3] (relating to observation frames, particularly). Einstein has resolutely demanded in his disputes to build phys-
ical theories on the conceptual basis, and, the used concepts to connect with the real objects as Ref. [8] that we 
see in the same context. Mentioned demands however, have met a hard criticism and decisive resistance of ma-
jority of theorists and physics has deviated to a present formalism as a result. We shall rely on the ideas and de-
mands of undeniable founders of physics on methodology that we see unfairly rejected. 

Outlined remarks and approaches serve us in further examination of study subject. 

 

 

1It may to illustrate division of physics on Classical and Postclassical different ideologies.  
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2. Physical and Cognitive Significance of SR 
Small is the number of people who see with their eyes and think with their minds. 

Einstein 

Causal Interpretation to SR 
GR provides certain amendments to Newton’s gravity, mostly confirmed experimentally, pointing on its signi-
ficance and superiority. Meanwhile, logical problems related to unknown physical essence of Newton’s gravity 
were aggravated more with introduction of new unclear categories. These have risen from linking SR to gravity. 
We shall notice certain improvidence in Einstein’s initial approaches with cognitive viewpoint that characterizes 
the present formal methodology in general and plays a key role in further conclusions. 

The problem lies in usage of cognitively uncertain concepts to develop new theories. As is known, SR con-
tains some unresolved logical clouds and paradoxes remaining as subjects of hard disputes at present. It is possi-
ble to comprehend however, that involvement of unclear categories for solving current problems may compli-
cate them much more by adding an unexplained object to the other dark one (long-term problems with relativity 
theories evidence it!). Thus, we need to clarify the cognitive meaning of SR before examining GR. We begin 
with examination of known disputable questions, supposing reader’s acquaintance with the subject.   

1) Twins’ paradox 
Travelling brother remains younger in his spacecraft on relation to homebody because he undergoing accele-

rations that puts certain asymmetry in their conditions; it looks enough-basic to assertion that namely traveler 
will remain young in relation to homebody, within accepted SR interpretation. However, next simplest objection 
is possible. We can put symmetry in the experiment by using triplet of brothers for example. One of them can 
stay in home and two others we will send to travel on contrary directions. Then, it becomes impossible to prefer-
ring one of situation for traveling brothers and to decide someway who of them will be old or young? Each of 
them can calculate by SR principles, using Lorentz transformations (LT), concluding that his brother remains 
young and not he! Paying attention the viewpoint of homebody also, we fall into deepest confusion as becomes 
just impossible to find any decision that may be common-acceptable to everybody. It is one of basic criteria to 
objectivity of science to which SR is not corresponds by its present interpretation as shown above. Similar sub-
jectivism and logic objections are much that pushes many thinkers to reject the significance of SR at all despite 
some its results are used in engineering level (as 2mcE = ). Described reality demands some not trivial ap-
proach, does not sacrificing kind of arguments in a favor to others as it takes place in adopted interpretation of 
SR. We will look some new examples as well, without quantitative operations, demanding clear answers and 
giving some hint by the same-where need to look for the causal explanations to logic questions.  

2) Change of time and length units with movement 
The astronomers had known about velocity of light long-before SR and they well realized that observed pic-

ture of any far object corresponds to some of its early state that may be significantly different from the actual 
one. Then we can comprehend that our brother-twin in the far planet will seem young to us same as he will see 
us because of limited speed of light. There is nothing mystical here; we can realize that a certain time is needed 
for light to reach us, which simply explains the phenomenon of observable time difference on distance. Let us 
imagine someone who travels from our place to our brother. We can realize that in the end of the way his watch 
will correspond to the brother’s watch and his life. Then, it is possible to conclude that his watch will look like 
“slowed down” during movement to “compensate” seeming difference of time! The seeming correlation and 
“dependence of time on speed” of traveler becomes clear with above-said; the observable course of traveler’s 
time must slow down more with increased speed of his movement from us. We will also see some distortion in 
the length of things in movement process, in correlation to speed. We see the two ends of moving meter not at 
the same moment because of limited speed of light; therefore, its length will look distorted to us, depending on 
velocity and direction of its movement. We can conclude also that all above judgments are symmetrical and re-
versible for brothers: particularly, if the traveler moves to us from brother, then his watch will look accelerated 
to us, and it will seem opposite to brother2. We can see nothing against logic in these thought experiments and 
unusual conclusions as we realize well that the discussion refers to observed values and not to actual ones, 

 

 

2The change of time course must be observed during of travel “to compensate the time difference” and to reach of “brother’s time”. Physic-
ists can realize that Doppler Effect only plays role here. 
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which can be different at all. Readers have the right to ask a question here: what do we mean under term of “ac-
tual values” in this case? We find the answer from (1.1. f)) in analogy to planets’ orbits and Copernicus’ won-
derful lesson. As we saw, he had used the imaginary observation frame and he took the imaginary picture of or-
bits as “actual”. 

Thus, we can accept as “actual” the values and imaginary picture of phenomenon that may be observed 
(measured) if we will be able to realize instant measurements. It sounds very strange, of course, as we will never 
be able to see such reality! However, we can create it through our judgments and calculations. We have the same 
right do it and to trust our conclusions, as we unequivocally believe in the existence of decent orbits of planets in 
present time. We often use similar actions in classical physics actually, when we equalize friction forces to zero 
in some cases, for example, well realizing that we cannot do it at all, as it is only an idealized representation 
(1.2.3.). We just need to take care that we see phenomena not instantly as we silently have accepted (i.e., we 
cannot take the velocity of light as infinite, same as friction in zero). To get the actual picture of examined phe-
nomena using necessary corrections, we need to remember; the reason of distortions (errors) is the limited speed 
of light, thanks to which we see “time difference on the distance” and “dependencies of units of time and meter 
on speed”. Then, it becomes simply clear that “the time difference on distance” actually is not depending on 
speed or on the form of the way but on distance only. We can suppose that the traveler moves by different routes 
and variable speeds, even exceeding the velocity of light; the ultimate result will be the same because:  

a) The actual factors causing SR phenomena are the velocity of light and the distance to observed point. 
Thus, it becomes unimportant how to reach there3. 

Let us imagine now a researcher who does not realize the reason and physical essence of described phenome-
na. Then he observes and opens “changes” of time course and length of things in parallel (in correlation) to the 
speed of movement and he interprets these as the “real laws of nature, revealed by experiments” (1.1. c). Then 
he declares; “the speed of movement causes the actual changes of physical values”! He makes some quantitative 
judgments also and discovers certain formulas, corresponding to the results of his observation defining the “ac-
tual dependencies of physical values on speed”. 

Meantime, he faces some logical complications with adopted representations (that we can comprehend al-
ready from above content!). Particularly, he cannot answer clearly, what will happen to the traveler if he will 
move faster than the velocity of light? Then he supposes-declares for such cases especially (to be free from next 
huge complications): “the velocity of light is maximal in nature that cannot be exceeded any way!” Meanwhile, 
he has deeply changed the meaning of the basic concept of “speed” by the same. The matter is: 

b) The concept of “speed” is related to two objects, thus, it can be only relative. Meanwhile, in SR it silently 
acquires some independent-absolute significance 

Our researcher faces many similar curious questions and he does not find any explanation: why things must 
be so contradictory to logic. Then, he decides to “close his eyes” on the logical arguments as “some non manda-
tory things in physics". Meantime, his theory works successfully despite many logical flaws, since quantitative 
results mostly correspond to observations that look as weighty evidence to its rightness! Thus, we have sug-
gested above a cause-logical explanation to essence of SR that we continue to examine further.  

3) Mechanical speed, light velocity and “space-time” 
One historical reason to introduce LT and create SR is linked to measurements of the velocity of light in rela-

tion to hypothetical environment “ether” that was profoundly different from the expected ones (see Michel-
son-Morley Experiments.) It was confirmed:  

c) The measured velocity of light is invariant, independent from the movement of the observer and the 
source of light relative to each other  

This result contradicts to Galileo’s relativity principle (GRP) in fact, as it breaks the rule of speeds’ summa-
tion on which Newton’s mechanics and classical physics are based. We will examine below one extremely sim-
ple thought experiment that demonstrates the rightness of mentioned allegation, demanding its clear explanation, 
not allowing a cover-up of the question with math manipulations.  

Let us suppose the experimenter defines the velocity of platform using some standard gun, fixed on it, by 
measurements of bullet velocity (Figure 1). 

The velocity of bullet V is known initially. Its measured value will be m xV V V= +  and speed of the platform 
may be defined as x mV V V= − , according to GRP and summation rule of speeds. We need to notice initially 
that the same result is possible to confirm by direct measurements of platform speed, without using the gun and  

 

 

3It relates to a summary final result of phenomenon.  
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Figure 1. P: platform; O: observer; B: bullet; V: speed of bullet; Vx: speed 
of platform; G: the gun; S: the source of light signals; T, M: the clock & 
meter.                                                           

 
summation rule of speeds. Such opportunity and coincidence of two measurements allow us to adopt above- 
presented result as correct, corresponding to reality. Thus, we can accept GRP as doubtless, and as a base to 
other judgments in virtue of it. The creators of SR, also well comprehending its fundamental significance, have 
announced the correspondence of SR to GRP. Mentioned assertion however, actually remains a verbal declara-
tion only, containing deep internal contradictions that we will show further.   

Let’s suppose now the observer has used the light source S together with gun. He measures light velocity and 
got mV c= , according to some experiments and to basic principle of SR. He got 0xV =  if he used GRP and 
the same summation rule. Then, he decided to follow SR exclusively, as this result does not coincide to reality 
and it obviously is wrong. The SR formula of speeds summation, corresponding to condition of experiment, is 
below:  

21

I

I

U VU
U V

c

+
=

+
                                    (2.1) 

Applying in (2.1) the conditions of experiment U c= , V c= , I
xU V=  we get x xV c V c+ = +  that shows 

the problem is irresolvable, as xV  may have arbitrary values. Moreover, the second experiment does not allow 
us to tell whether the platform is moving or no! Thus, we can surely mark: 

The light signal cannot replace a bullet and play the same function of the tool of measurement, independent of 
our initial convictions or used interpretations. 

This fact shows certain qualitative difference of the velocity of light and mechanical movement that actually 
breaks GRP. Thus, we need an answer to an important question:  

d) What is the difference of the velocity of light and bullet movement that does not allow their replace-
ment? Meantime, it is only the first part of the problem related to the velocity of light. There is a second impor-
tant question too that we have formulated below: 

e) How the velocity of light becomes invariant, independent of relative movement of the source & observer 
that directly contradicts to the known rule of summation of speeds?  

We must exhaustively answer the questions d) and e) to comprehend the cognitive meaning and physical es-
sence of SR. As we see from (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), SR actually offers below interpretation to the relation (2.1). A 
new hypothetical participator is actually supposed-introduced in the studied phenomena by linking the “time” to 
“coordinates” as the “space-time”, attributing hypothetical properties to it “to change the physical values with 
relative speed” as it is necessary for explanation of the observed results. Thus: 

f) SR actually considers the inevitable errors of measurements, arising from restricted and constant velocity 
of light that we are forced to use as a tool of study. Mentioned corrections however, are in fact attributed (ver-
bally) to a cognitively uncertain hypothetical category “space-time” that is represented as an independently ex-
isting reality by the virtue of supposition of its own properties “influencing the real physical objects”. We 
showed (2.1.2) the non-necessity of attributing unexplainable properties to our measuring tools (clocks & me-
ters) “to change their values” with mystical-subjective dependence on relative speed. Thus, the introduction of 
the concept of “space-time”, as a kind of unity “carrying own properties” may be evaluated as a free creativity 
(inputting a hypothetical reality) that causes explainable logical confusions. Thus:   

g) It is important to evaluate the false-fictional gist of “space-time” to remove it from physics, as a directly 
obstructive factor in problematic subjects related to it 

Question concerns to gravity problem in first place, after SR, where “space-time” plays a key role, as well as 
to physics of elementary particles, where it is involved under the modified name “physical vacuum”, with new 
additional “properties-obligations”, necessary for “explanation” of phenomena in this complicated disputable 
area.  
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The speculative essence of “space-time”, as some kind of independently existing “unobservable reality”, may 
be easily comprehensible if we only agree to take into consideration the obvious-undeniable facts. As we can be 
convinced, the single natural constant c only quantitatively characterizes full spectrum properties of “space-time” 
what we actually see in SR formulas4. Thus, the whole significance of “space-time” can be reduced to the con-
sideration of the velocity of light in our measurements as it is done in SR in fact; and we already have an ex-
haustive answer to question: why we must consider light velocity in our formulas (2.1.3. f)). 

We bring one additional argument also on the false essence of “space-time”. The known combination of 
three-dimensional coordinates (i.e. the volume) we meant initially under the term of “space”. Thus, next realistic 
question becomes lawful: “about coordinates of what real things are we talking?”. The same is right for the con-
cept of “time” too, as we cannot define the “time” (its course, or the interval between some regular events) 
without using corresponding material objects. These judgments show that: 

h) The concepts of “space” as well as “time” can be comprehended as the attributes-properties of real ma-
terial objects; these cannot have physical meaning by themselves-separately, as well as in some of their com-
bination (same as, the concept of “speed” does not have meaning by itself without pointing the objects it re-
lates). We need to mention for justice that Einstein had noticed the meaninglessness of the concept of “space” 
separately from material objects as in Ref. [9]. This judgments and remarks show that the famous innovation of 
H. Minkowski combination of “space-time” has neither cognitive nor physical significance, if we wish to keep 
initial meanings of used terms. It will be an obvious nonsense to say; “some kind of combination of properties 
has its own properties” even from morphological viewpoint. Thus, the concept of “space-time”, without men-
tioning material objects these belong, may have only verbal psychological significance. It creates the psycho-
logical impression only to remove the necessity of experimental confirmation of the reality of Lorentz “ether” 
that was demanded with its definition5. The “space-time” has brought a whole group of cognitive mysteries with 
him as well, on which several generations of thinkers have been working untiringly! The “ether” however, si-
lently continues functioning under new name, because the question: how physical values vary with relative 
movement needs an answer, same as before. The mentioned fact pushes many researchers to attempt to recover 
the forgotten “unobservable ether” in modern physics, as the “space-time” plays the same role in its actual inter-
pretation. 

4) Problems with dual character of light velocity  
As shown above, the introduction of LT and “universal ether” that actually was replaced with the “space- 

time” in SR, were conditioned by properties of light as kind of physical reality (“el.mag field” in generalized 
name) that plays some important role in our measurements and in our world in whole. Our problems with light 
velocity and its difference from mechanical movement we have divided on two, (2.1.3. f)) that are its restriction 
& invariance as mentioned in stated questions (2.1.3. b)) and (2.1.3. e)) as well. We will pay attention first on 
the certain difference of light speed from mechanical. We know that “mechanical speed” relates to a two objects 
equally and symmetrically; i.e. “mechanical speed” may be defined as the common property of two objects. 
Meanwhile, light velocity may be defined by different ways: as an individual or, own attribute of el.mag field’s 
exclusively, in first. It is the wave propagation velocity, defined by own parameters of field only:  

PV T const cλ λν= = = =                              (2.2) 

where: λ, T, ν are wavelength, the period and frequency of light accordingly. (2.2) calls also phase velocity. 
Thus, we can emphasize that VP is the exclusively own wave character of field that deeply different of “me-
chanical speed” by the same6. The velocity of energy transfer by wave group is accepted as the second definition 
of wave velocity that corresponds to a classical movement of particle; it calls also wave group velocity: 

GV L t=                                      (2.3) 

where: L, t, are the distance and measured time of wave group’s motion, accordingly.  
We need to emphasize that in second case the etalons of length and time i.e. the used tools of measurements, 

are independent; these are not defined by own parameters of field as in first case, and these are introduced ex-
ternally. Mentioned circumstance is important to answer how the invariance problem of light velocity arose. We 
know that values of both definitions of light velocity coincide for the vacuum whereas wave dispersion is ab-
sent. 

 

 

4Academician A. Logunov pointed on this obvious fact in his disputes with academician V. Ginsburg.  
5The verbal replacement the “ether” with “space-time” can have only psychological significance, as basic formulas (LT) remain the same. 
6Mechanical movement presented as a “point” movement that impossible does with the wave in principle, as example.  
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P GV V c= =                                    (2.4) 

The same significance of two concepts of light velocity at all is adopted usually for the vacuum, due of equal-
ity (2.4). We invite to attention however, that mentioned equality is correct within absence of relative movement 
between wave source and observer; it becomes impaired in their relative movement. This allegation is easy 
provable in desire. We just need to consider the obvious fact that Maxwell’s equations describe el.mag wave 
behavior only. Thus, LT for the Maxwell equations have generalized these for the waves only whereas wave 
source and observer’ frame are moving in relation each other. As we see, the application of LT for the Equation 
(2.2) becomes reduced to transformation: 

I
I

Ic c
T TT

λ γλ λ
γ

= = = =                                (2.5) 

where: ( )0.52 21 v cγ = −  is the universal coefficient of LT. As we can see in representations of ST as Ref. [10]  

and Ref. [11] γ relates only to Maxwell’s equations by fact, because of LT are proven based on the wave Equa-
tions (Maxwell-Hertz equations). The matter is λ & T in (2.5) are own parameters of wave field that become 
changed for the observer due of relative movement in same significance; their relation remains invariant in ob-
server's frame due of it. Similar changes take place of field force-vector parameters also as example:  

I I =E B EB , and: I I =H D HD                          (2.6) 
Based on (2.6) and definition of rotor in Cartesian frame from Maxwell’s first equation in differential form 

we can write:  

rot
d d d

x y z

i j k

x y z
E E E

∂ ∂ ∂
=E                                (2.7) 

Or, 

1rot
c t
∂

= −
∂
BE                                     (2.8) 

And we see:  

1 1
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Ic const
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∂ ∂
= − ⋅ = − ⋅ =

∂ ∂
Β Β

Ε Ε
                       (2.9) 

(2.7), (2.9) show: light propagation velocity is a natural constant, that is defined by spatial and time changes 
of force vectors of field; it is exclusively an own peculiarity of the el. mag. field. Then it becomes comprehensi-
ble the possibility of expression and detection of this constant in different phenomena connected to el. magnetic 
field and wave. Thus, the groundlessness of attribution LT to mechanical movement becomes obvious. We must 
notice that the same explanation to invariance of wave propagation velocity (2.5) actually is contained in Ref. 
[3], where pointed on “wrongness to take in consideration the changes of wavelength and its period (frequency) 
together, same time”. We see useful to mark also that constant propagation velocity is peculiar not only to el. 
magnetic waves, and it takes place for mechanical waves too, in particular case, namely when wave source 
moves in relation to observer. Mentioned asymmetry arises because of participation in phenomenon the envi-
ronment (that absence for el. magnetic waves). Thus, we can comprehend the lawless of replacement in our ex-
periment the gun with light source (2.1.3. c)) if we take in consideration the wave properties of light (that ac-
cepted in most known experiments). 

Described explanation is elementary provable in frame of Galilean relativity and classical physics concepts 
without inputting of hypotheses “changing time course and meters with movement”. It is possible to illustrate 
creation of LT as consequence of confusion and misinterpretation because of we use wave group velocity (2.3) 
in place of wave propagation velocity of light (2.2). Above-said easy comprehend if use the “particle” properties 
of light in place of wave parameters and properties. Then we can measure the energy or the impulse of light 
photons and define velocity of light source, comparing measured values with their initial values in rest condition 
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of the object, as example. We can detect exact coincidence of different experimental results, using light signals 
and the gun, to define platform’s speed in the examined experiment, and not necessity of a hypothetical 
“space-time”, by the same. We use one more example to demonstrate how LT may arise as result of confusion 
two kinds of light velocity. We need forget initially about “difference of time course”, “change meters with 
movement”, as well as artificial problems of “clocks synchronization” etc. that arise with SR in consequence of 
generalization of invariance principle light velocity in relation to mechanical movement also. Thus, we will re-
main exclusively in frame of GRP and classical physics in our judgments, by the same. We examine next though 
experiment to demonstrate above-mentioned opportunity (Figure 2). 

We suppose necessary conditions in experiment allowing ignore the signals length and its action time to rela-
tion of measured values; it means we can look light signal as a moving point-particle. The fixed time by timer in 
case of rest condition of the rod, will be: 

0 2t l c l c l c= + =                                (2.10) 

We define the time of reaching the signal to right end (1-2) in moving condition of the rod: 

1
I I
R Rt l c l l c Vt c= + ∆ = +  

Using (2.10), we get:  

( )0 2 1I
Rt t V c= −                                  (2.11) 

We define the time to reach signal back left to timer (2-3) by same judgment: 

2
I I
L Lt l c l c l c Vt c= − ∆ = − , and: ( )0 2 1I

Lt t V c= +                      (2.12) 

Summary time to passing signal “ahead and back” of the moving rod will be: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2
0 0 02 1 2 1 1I I I

R Lt t t t V c t V c t V c= + = − + + = −                   (2.13) 

Thus, the relation of two measurements will be:  

( )2 2
0 1 1It t V c= −                                 (2.14) 

It shows that measured average value of light signal velocity on directions “ahead & back”, (by using “par-
ticle” properties of light) in moving frame to relation of light source, will some less compared to its constant 
wave propagation velocity by the certain factor: 

2 21 V c−                                     (2.15) 

The matter is light signal passes long way on the right (1-2) with low speed (c-V) and short on left (2-3) with 
high speed (c + V). The average sum of time becomes more with the same, than it has in rest condition of the 
rod. It corresponds to some slowing of light velocity in moving frame, as (2.15). Let us remember that in expe-
riments prior to ST (Michelson-Morley exp. etc) the light velocity was considered mainly as average of two op-
posite directions; it are noticed in Ref. [3] as well. Such experiments on direct measurements light velocity 
(Figure 2) in enough accuracy, as well as on the one direction, actually not implemented (the corresponding 
links author no succeeded to find). Therefore, these cannot be excluded; we hope it can be implemented on fu-
ture. Meanwhile, the necessity to explanation of deviation (2.15) from GRP and classical physics has arisen due 
confusion of mentioned two concepts to light velocity as it shown above. As we know already, problem actually  

 

 
Figure 2. S: Light impulse source; T: Timer with photo sencore; l: The rod; M: The mirror. 
The task of experiment is to define light velocity in moving frame by direct measurements 
time of passage light pulses of the rod with the length—l. Timer—T starts work when light 
hits to it from left side of drawing (point 1) and it stops when light hits from right side (3), 
after reflection (point 2) from mirror: M, fixed in right end of the rod.                      
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was “resolved” in SR by attributing to our measuring units “time” and “length” the mystical properties “to 
changing their values with relative speed”, in equally, by half for the each! We can to represent (2.15) as below, 
agreeing with above interpretation:  

2 2 21 L TV c γ γ γ− = = , where: 
2

21L T
V
c

γ γ γ= = = −                   (2.16) 

L Tγ γ γ= =  is the known universal factor to “time” and “length” transformation in LT. 
Thus, the appearance of LT and “space-time” are possible to explain as consequence of misinterpretation, 

without going out from classical physics and a new hypothesis, if we review our long-term convictions, which is 
firstly a psychological problem.  

We can use the opposite judgments also to show that the whole significance of LT may be reduced to consid-
eration the factors of light velocity and distance in observations of phenomena connected with movement. The 
existence of certain invariant of “events interval” are exhibited in most of narrations of ST as “undeniable proof” 
necessity to application the “space-time” (as a kind of unobservable reality in fact): 

( ) ( )2 22 2 2 2 2I Is r c t r c t= ∆ − ∆ = ∆ − ∆                          (2.17) 

where: s called “events interval” (or, space-time interval); ∆r, ∆t and ∆rI, ∆tI are differences of spatial and time 
coordinates between events in two frames accordingly, moving relative each to other. The invariance principle is 
written as below in Cartesian coordinate frame:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2I I I Ix y z c t x y z c t∆ + ∆ + ∆ − ∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆ − ∆                (2.18) 

where: ∆t, ∆tI and ∆x, ∆y, ∆z, ∆xI, ∆yI, ∆zI are time and space coordinates differences in two relatively moving 
frames. Assuming 0I Iy z y z∆ = ∆ = ∆ = ∆ =  we write: 

( ) ( )2 22 2 2 2I Ix c t x c t∆ − ∆ = ∆ − ∆                            (2.19) 

Applying ( ) ( )2 2 2 21It t V c∆ = ∆ − , ( ) ( )2 2 2 21Ix x V c∆ = ∆ −  as per LT, from (2.19) we get: 

t x c∆ = ∆                                      (2.20) 

(2.20) shows: the light velocity and distance are actual factors that causing difference between results ST and 
classic laws to the phenomena connected with movement. 

Meantime, we saw that the same factors brought to observed distortions of reality in consequence of the 
movement (2.1.2). Equal results of these factors and interpretations show that the dealt relates to the same phe-
nomena. We need remark that similar explanation to creation of LT and ST as result of misinterpretation of av-
eraging the light velocity on directions “ahead and back” contains in Canadian astrophysicist Paul Marmet’ pa-
per also in Ref. [12], next with mentioned remark Ref. [3]. The reason and necessity to removing unnecessary- 
unclear concepts from our lexicon becomes obvious with the same. 

5) The “space-time” and non-Euclidean geometry 
Other mystic attractive concepts and terms have appeared in different divisions of natural science with crea-

tion of SR. We would briefly examine the gist of an important one of these by using previous judgments and 
conclusions. One of the most known affirmations of SR concerns to the oldest science of geometry. It has been 
declared in SR somewhat different from “Euclidean” that was long believed as doubtless. Reader can easily 
comprehend the essence of the question from the previous content. The matter is Euclidean geometry is built on 
certain axiomatic basis where the static system or, our possibility of instant measurements is supposed unspoken. 
The issue is that possibility of instant measurement is silently accepted in classical physics as an idealized priory 
supposition. We can comprehend that it does not change anything in our observations in the static world, i.e. if 
studied objects do not move in relation to the observer (or, the relative movement insignificantly “slow” com-
pared to the velocity of light). Thus, Newton’s mechanics as well as Euclidean geometry are based on the men-
tioned silent convictions. It becomes comprehensible that their basic principles will seem as “somewhat dis-
torted” in dynamic world, i.e., when the measured objects move with relative speeds compared to the velocity of 
light. It is easy to comprehend that the observable deviations will depend on two factors. These will be the in-
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crease with the speed of the movement and decrease with the information transfer speed; thus, the relative dif-
ference will look as some function AI/A = f (V/c), where V is the speed of object; c is the light velocity. The 
above examined though experiments have clarified some aspects of “distortions” of real values pointing on the 
essence and circumstances of creation of SR. We can comprehend that inevitable deviations of observable re-
sults from Euclidean geometry will arise with the movement of studied objects (i.e. in dynamical system) be-
cause of the distortion of measured distances and objects’ locations relative to actual ones (2.1.2). We already 
know the causal character of the difference between observable and actual pictures of reality (1.1. f)). Therefore, 
we can comprehend that it is not necessary to declare Euclidean geometry as a “conceptually wrong” science 
that needs to be replaced by some other kind. Meanwhile, we must just consider the limited speed of measure-
ments (observations) that causes the mentioned differences between the observable and actual pictures of subject 
phenomena. Then we get new description rules and geometric laws where the inevitable errors of observations 
are considered. We can call those as “pseudo Euclidean” or “Lorentz geometry” if desired, comprehending 
however, that it is actually the same Euclidean geometry, where the errors of observations are considered. The 
“new geometry” gives us opportunity to make the calculations and get results that coincide with observations. 
However, we lose another important capability with the same. The matter is, we cannot use the description by 
“new geometry” for the cause-effect (or logical) investigations of phenomena because it contains the errors of 
observations  

What do we need to do in such situation? Copernicus already gave the exhaustive answer in time that may be 
applied to this case also (1.1. f)). We must just clearly divide the values, descriptions and pictures into observa-
ble and actual ones. Then we can understand where and how to use each of these correctly as well as how to 
pass from one kind of values to the others. Namely, if we need to investigate the cause-effect side of phenome-
non we must recover the actual picture from its observed one, by taking into account the errors of observations. 
These arise because of limited velocity of light, in context of the studied problems. We can recover the picture 
of the phenomenon that we can see if the velocity of light will be infinite. The picture that we get in such a way 
will correspond to its description in the idealized Euclidean geometry that can serve us in the cause-effect inves-
tigation of phenomenon. However, we need to “go back” again to “Lorentz geometry”, where limited velocity of 
light is considered, to get the opportunity to compare our conclusions to experimentally-observables. Thus, the 
task and operations of such transformations from one kind of geometry into the other are principally similar to 
that used to study the movement of planets, using the geocentric-heliocentric-geocentric systems transitions, the 
significance of which is clear to us and does not call for any questions. We just need to realize the flaws of our 
observation system in one case, and the imperfection of our measuring tool in other, which we must consider in 
our actions and judgments to get correct conclusions. The matter is we have put the questions in different ways 
in formal and in realistic methodology. In the first case, we wish to have the description of the phenomena, 
which coincides with our observations, as it seems to us, without thinking of its cause-effect side. However, in 
the second case, we wish to penetrate into cause-effect essence of the studied phenomenon. Then we must do 
some additional operations with our results of observations to “filter” them from inevitable errors connected to 
imperfections of real systems and measurements. The imaginary (“clean”) picture of the phenomenon in the 
idealized system of observation only can to serve us for its causal investigation and correct conclusions.  

6) On the significance of SR 
We have shown above that the cognitive problems of SR were arisen due of trivial confusions of used con-

cepts as well as with the arbitrary interpretations. We hope this explanation may be easily perceivable, despite 
the whole painfulness and the huge psychological problems related to suggested recognition.  

i) We see the most negative role of SR in introduction of the uncertain concept of “space-time” that has 
prevented the development of subject divisions in physics  

Meanwhile, we see inexcusable to announce SR as some “reactionary and totally harmful falsification that 
needs to be excluded from natural science at all” as demanded by most critics and hard opponents of Einstein’s 
theory. We can emphasize next, with all criticism and marked flaws, some of the new visions and non-tradi- 
tional innovations of SR that give undeniable push to resolving certain huge problems as: 

j) SR provides quantitative descriptions of certain phenomena that mostly coincide with observable results; 
it may be used at applied-engineering level. E = mc2 fundamental relation is one of the undeniable huge 
shifts in natural science  

We also remark next unprecedented innovation of SR from methodological viewpoint:  
k) The description of phenomena in different frames of observation with comparison of their results gave 

principally new opportunity to reveling unknown relations of nature 
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The opening of mass-energy communication was possible to reveal thanks to studying the same phenomenon 
in two systems of observations, as for example. Thus:  

We need to perceive SR within its actual significance: as a way of description of phenomena where our real 
capabilities and admitted inevitable errors of measurements-observations are considered, next to cognitively ir-
relevant interpretations that need to be replaced by cause-realistic ones.    

3. Physical Essence of Gravity 
I believe The Lord has decided what we need to understand and what not, but allowed us to try!  

Author 

3.1. Acquaintance to Stated Problem 
We ubiquitously see free falling of things and feel their weight, perceiving these quite ordinary, not having any 
idea and easily neglecting the causal essence of the oldest mystery of nature, called “gravitation”. Such pream-
ble may sound outrageous and unexpected for many, on the background of frequently launched rocket-satellites 
at present with applied or research purposes. We also periodically have learnt about next confirmations of this or 
that predictions of Einstein’s famous theories and of other remarkable achievements, closely related to examined 
subject demand a serious theoretical base and sophisticated calculations, inspiring the opposite impressions. 
Meanwhile, the complete darkness of physical gist of gravity is today’s reality in natural science and our reader 
must take this allegation seriously, resolution of which is one of the main tasks of suggested work. The stated 
problem somewhat dropped out of attention at present, in comparison to researchers’ early attempts devoted to 
open the physical essence of the gravity. Present efforts and huge means however, are mostly directed to study 
of the quantitative side of the gravity phenomena in fact, due to certain historical circumstances, as noted (1.1.):   

a) We strive to define the causal basis of the examined phenomenon initially, from which its quantitative 
peculiarities can be derived naturally 

The Great Newton actually did not tell anything on the physical nature of gravity in his time, proving just that 
we get the right description of the observable movement of material bodies and the known celestial mechanics 
supposing far-acting forces in Inverse Square of their distance (1.1). Newton’s gravity does not give answers to 
natural questions: what is the nature of that force? Through what environment and how it passes there? Mean-
time, the mystical force, instantly acting on unlimited distance, looks unnatural and it was perceived by theorists 
skeptically from the beginning. The concept of “gravity field” was introduced in physics with Newton’s gravity, 
as a “transmitter” of the hypothetical far-acting forces in fact. It has been presented uncritically within close 
analogy to Coulomb’s electrostatic field in most textbooks, using similar terminology (as the “gravitational po-
tential”). The “gravity field” has been looked as a kind of physical reality, as “it having its own peculiarities”, 
that has only hindered the actual cognitive problem for a long time.  

We can look at some of the new theories with involvement of Mach’s Principle as contemporary modifica-
tions of far-action and field-based theories of gravity in which the instant action has changed with finite speed of 
gravity influence propagation equal to light velocity as Ref. [13]. Mach’s Principle however, must not be ac-
ceptable for us since it also obviously supposes the existence of a new kind of physical reality (as influence 
transmitter) without any experimental evidences of its reality (see point c) below). We need to emphasize how-
ever, the mentioned approach gives quantitative results equivalent to Einstein’s GR. By the same, it may serve 
to us as an additional testimony of the causal essence of gravity in our further attempts. 

b) Le Sage’s theory of gravity was one of the conceptually formulated explanations of the essence of gravity, 
from the contemporaries of Newton. It was based on the existence of kind of special hypothetical particles that 
move in all possible directions in space with much more speed than light velocity, arousing the screened (or 
shielded) effects between material bodies, being partially absorbed in these. Le Sage’s particles however, did not 
stick because of different serious counter arguments, one of that pointed by Poincare Ref. [14]. 

c) We will briefly examine here the contemporary modification of “special particles” theory of gravitation 
which is related to introduction of mass-less gravitons as the mediators of force transmission at distance in 
quantum field theories. Many modern works have been developed with the gravitons now. Meanwhile, direct 
detection of single gravitons experimentally seems practically an irresolvable task because their energetic insuf-
ficiency. An indirect confirmation of their existence by detection of gravity waves (as their coherent groups) 
seems realizable; practical works on this direction are underway at present (see LIGO, VIRGO, LISA experi-
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ments etc.) We will not examine the technical base and disputes on this matter referring to existing large litera-
ture on the subject as example Refs. [15] [16]. However, we shall pay serious attention to the fact that experi-
menters have been looking for gravity waves for significantly long time. The used techniques are much im-
proved (with the costs) starting with earth-based antenna-detectors and passing to cosmic interferometers having 
incomparable capabilities at present. The gravity waves however, remain undetected yet, despite the achieved 
fantastic sensitivities of detectors. One alarming factor here is that the different significances of gravity signals 
are accepted within time. The suspicious conclusion simply follows then without touching the technical details 
of the problem at all. The theorists are doing their calculations issuing from certain assumptions that give certain 
initial data. The experiments, however, do not confirm their predictions in fact. Then, they change the initial da-
ta and their basic supposition too, to get other result than the earlier adopted one (in this case much smaller 
energy of gravity waves). It shows that apparently, theorists are not even working by test-error principle (1.2), 
and they just strive to adjust their calculations to the results of experiments i.e. without any definitive base con-
cept. Mentioned circumstances do not correspond to initial criterions of objectivity and methodology of realistic 
science that have been declared. Therefore, we can appreciate them as unreasonable expenditure of efforts and 
means. It seems appropriate to recall here the practice of introduction of hypothetical kinds of realities to explain 
the incomprehensible phenomena, largely used by early thinkers in complicated cases; these mostly brought 
nothing but irresolvable mysteries. The known histories with the “phlogiston” and with kinds of “ethers” may 
serve as examples. 

The Great Newton said: “Hypotheses non fingo” (I contrived no hypotheses). We can interpret this famous 
expression as a transparent commandment-do not harm natural science by own compositions! It seems as perti-
nent to refer to the similar opinion on harmfulness of “unnecessary essences” (see Occam’s razor) as in Ref. 
[17]. Mentioned principles express the reasonability and mandatory the preference in natural science of con-
firmed facts relative to arbitrary suppositions, by authors’ interpretation. Thus, above-examined critical remarks 
and accepted methodological criterions gives to us full rights to reconcile with lack of gravity waves and to 
think; what would that mean?  

d) The absence of gravitational waves exacerbates problems with gravity much more, at the first glance. From 
other side however, it may give to us next valuable instruction:  

We search the causal explanation of gravity problem on completely wrong direction since recognition of 
absence gravity waves demands basic changes of the considered versions and representations on the physical 
essence of gravity in whole. 

The existence of “gravitons” and “gravitational waves” accepted to represent as the derivatives from GR.  
Meantime, the famous theory of Einstein-GR remains yet without any of unambiguous causal explanation as 
noted; it gives large possibility to interpret this or that its quantitative results in arbitrary manner, by theorists’ 
personal propensity (we see it actually with presence several different theories in similar quantitative signific-
ance!).  

The tremendous cognitive revolution has been predicted by few authoritative specialists on this area, needed 
to open physical essence of gravity phenomena as Ref. [18].  

The GR (and equal theories) are adopted by specialists as the adequate quantitative description of gravity 
phenomena at present, most results of which are confirmed experimentally, excluding the “gravity wave” that 
we will discuss. 

Authors share the majority’s opinion; Einstein’s theory gives sufficiently correct quantitative descriptions to 
many observable effects, related to gravity phenomena. We emphasize however, that GR remains as completely 
non-trivial from the causal-cognitive viewpoint, the illumination of which is one of the main tasks in the work.  

e) The statement of question is possible to present as the following allegation:  
GR (and equal theories) are satisfactorily correct theories in quantitative meaning. Therefore, these must 

have enough informative content to open the causal essence of examined phenomena as well, in virtue of 
their correct quantitative relations.  

Above-said is right to assert in relation to Newton’s gravity as well, with consideration of it as the approxima-
tion of GR. The mentioned opportunity and advantage follow from the adopted methodology, with the demand 
of parallel usage of mathematics and logical considerations in research process (1.2. a)). It allows translation and 
passage from one kind of language and description to another, upon necessity. Thus, we just need to define the 
correct physical meaning of used mathematical symbols and actions, to pass to the descriptive language and 
causal interpretation of gravitation from the correct quantitative relations that are already known to us.  
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3.2. The Causal Side of Gravity 
We shall briefly examine some interpretations and terminology adopted in GR and other gravity theories from 
cognitive viewpoint that may hint on the essence of the problem. We shall remark first that Newton’s “instantly 
far-acting” force was removed in GR that we see as an important advance in cognitive meaning: as a rejection of 
arbitrary hypothesis!    

a) The gravity phenomena are interpreted in GR as non-trivial consequence of curvature of the “space- 
time”, as presented in most literature. It creates the following impression and causal picture of the gravity prob-
lem, if guided by pure formal logics:  

A special kind of reality, “space-time” exists that becomes “curved” in surroundings of a central massive 
body under its influence. The “curvature” of “space-time” acts on test material bodies forcing them move to 
central body by acceleration (free falling), or be pressed on its surface (weight force) after their collision.  

Meantime, we can just state the absence of any experimental results for today that directly evidence the ex-
istence of kinds of physical realities corresponding to demanded peculiarities of “space-time”. 

It is easy to comprehend also that the same facts could serve for proving the reality of Lorentz’ ether, Le 
Sage's particles, as well as the existence of gravitons etc, if these could have been observed in its time. The next 
formal interpretation also adopted that sounds as:  

The pseudo Euclidean Lorentz geometry (2.1.5) turns into Riemannian under the influence of material 
substance. Spatial geodesic lines are peculiar to it and material bodies move along these free from force in-
fluence, in the form of orbital movement. 

Then some impressions and corresponding interpretation arise, such as “the Riemannian geometry causes 
gravity phenomena at all”! We hope it will be easy for the reader to comprehend the absence of any physical 
meaning in this formulation from previous content. We just need to state here that “geometry” is a kind of 
science, to comprehend above-said. Then it becomes clear that “geometry” (as well as any science) is a way of 
description (tool, language, system, i.e. a human’s abstract creation) that itself is unable “to influence” the phys-
ical reality! We can see here a simple confusion of abstract math and real physical concepts [3], creating a non-
sense, peculiar to formal methodology (1.1, 2.1). Thus, we can state the actual absence of any third real physical 
participant in the gravity phenomena, being observed between two objects, independent from interpretations and 
used terms (as “special particles”, “physical fields”, “ether”, non-detectable “space-time”, “curved geometry” 
etc.) We see that non-ordinary terminology and concepts of GR are conditional names only to mark some math 
objects and actions. Thus, it will be meaningless to use these for causal description, because of the absence of 
their initial physical meaning at all. 

b) The actual significance of “space-time” in SR is reduced to consideration of light velocity factor in our 
measurements (observations) in a form of universal correcting coefficient γ (2.16) as it is shown in the previous 
chapter. We show above, the movement of studied objects and limited light velocity has caused the difference 
between Newton’s physics and SR. We can get convinced that all of the confirmed gravity effects of GR, dis-
tinguishing it from Newton’s  gravity strive to zero if we accept c → ∞, which means GR turns into Newton’s 
gravity, same as SR turns into Newton’s physics. Above-said, however, transparently instructs that GR effects 
are the consequences of a certain dynamic process, from the logical viewpoint. It just means that gravity effects 
are conditioned by the movement (as SR effects were). The argumentation of this conclusion is obvious; if we 
deal with static world and unmoving objects, we will get the same results of measurements independent from 
speed of our measurements, i.e., the light velocity should not be expressed in experimental results and in our 
formulas! (It means our geometry always will seem Euclidian). We shall compare some known expressions of 
SR and GR to show the rightness of this conclusion. The invariance of elementary interval of “space-time” is 
written in SR as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 22 2 2 22 2 2d d d d d d d d dI I I Is x y z c t x y z c t= + + − = + + −            (3.1) 

where, the relations for elementary spatial and time intervals in two frames are the same:  
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We mean v in (3.2) as the free variable by its definition and all of SR effects were simple consequences of 
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movement as shown in previous chapter. It is easy to observe that GR consequences and effects may be repre- 
sented as similar functions of v/c relation. The linear element for spherical-symmetric Schwarzschild metric, for 
example, presented as: 

( )
1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2d d 1 d 1 d d sin ds s
s

r r
s c c t r r

r r
τ ϑ ϑ ϕ

−
   = = − − − − +   
   

              (3.3) 

where: 1 sr r eν− ≈  characterized the “space-time curvature”, r is the distance of point from centre of material 

body M, and G is the gravity constant. The 22sr GM c=  called the Schwarzschild radius by accepted termi-
nology in GR. We can write: 

2

2 2

21 1 1 gs vr GMe
r c r c

ν = − = − = −                             (3.4) 

The physical meaning and significance of speed νg will be examined next. We shall mark only that it is not 
free variable in GR as it is in SR, and νg defined by parameters of material substance as (3.4). Thus, the identical 
structures and values of eν and γ2 factors evidenced:  

c) GR effects and the term “curvature of space-time” (or “gravity field” etc.) must be comprehended in the 
same meaning as the effects of SR; i.e. these are observable distortions of reality caused by the objects’ 
movement and by limited light velocity  

Thus, this conclusion is justified from both sides: from ordinary logical viewpoint as well as from purely for-
mal consideration, in virtue of the same physical values and their same combinations cannot be interpreted in 
different ways, in any scientific methodology. The possibility of similar transformation (3.2) and (3.4) as func-
tion of v/c can be observed in all confirmed effects of GR, without any exception, as for the displacement of 
planets’ orbits, gravitational change of frequency, frame dragging effects etc., that also confirm the above con-
clusion (examples are shown next). Thus, we come to a clearly formulated next conclusion: 

-The gravity phenomena are consequences of an unknown to us movement.  
The known Einstein’s Equation (3.5) in GR are perceived and interpreted by theorists as the “field’s 

equations”.  

4 4

8π 1 8π
2

G GG g T R g R g T
c cµν µν µν µν µν µν µν+ Λ = = − + Λ =                 (3.5) 

The structure and the physical units7 of components in (3.5) simply show, however, GR equations are related 
to a motion and nor to kind of physical reality as it declared.  

Then the “gravity field”, “curved space-time”, different “special particles” etc. become groundless hypotheses 
and arbitrary interpretations in fact. This conclusion however, immediately collides into incredible problems. 
The matter is we do not see any kind of movement that may directly confirm it. We observe, for example, 
weight of things in their obvious unmovable condition and we cannot imagine on what kind of movement we 
can talk here. We shall however put aside different “obvious” questions to continue ubiquitously examining our 
conclusion unequivocally deriving from examined arguments.  

d) The “local equivalence of gravity with inertia” (Einstein’s equivalence principle) (EEP) is adopted as 
the other most important basic principle in creation of GR   

We shall firstly mark the mysterious character of the adopted allegation from logical viewpoint, that we have 
the right to discuss, because the used terms “gravitation” and “inertia” are exclusively concrete physical con-
cepts demanding clear definitions of their meaning. Ordinary reasoning tells us that real physical objects can be 
individually independent things or, these may be the same thing with different names only. It will be an obvious 
nonsense to say something as; “the objects A and B are individual at all but may be the same things within some 
conditions!”8. We know such considerations in mathematics, for example, by accepting the average value of 
some numbers as equal to actual, or by adopting the curve element as “straight” in differential calculus. The 
matter is such approximations have meaning if compared objects are of the same kind, otherwise we will fall 
into obvious nonsense (as if comparing “mass” and “distance”). This demand is preserved in above examples, as 

 

 

7A pure mathematical, unitless form of quantitative expressions is used in formal methodology that opens way to interpret the physical 
meaning of results in own vision [1]. 
8Academician A. A. Logunov wrote about equivalence principle, “I am not able to understand it”!  
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compared concepts are both of the same kind (“numbers” or, “lines”). The concept of “inertia” we can define as 
a phenomenon only, arising in consequence of accelerated movement, thus as a dynamic process. Then we can 
conclude:   

-We are obliged to consider the phenomenon of “gravity” as consequences of accelerated movement, 
guided by the demand of uniformity of compared concepts.  

Thus, we got one more independent instruction of the accelerated character of unknown movement (3.2. b), 
c)) that causes the “gravity” phenomena.  

We shall present now the circumstances that have pushed for the acceptance of the mentioned strange allega-
tion in GR. The phenomenon, caused by accelerated movement, well known to us from Newton’s mechanics.  
The most important certain peculiarity of the inertial mass of material objects is revealed in the phenomenon, 
characterizing how the body resists to external force and acceleration. It may be experimentally defined from 
Newton’s second law iF m a=  as:    

im F a=                                    (3.6) 

where: F is the acting external force; a = dv/dt is the acceleration of movement. 
The number of experiments, starting from Galilee and further much more exact ones, has shown that gravity 

forces acting on the material bodies are defined by another common peculiarity, independent from the kinds of 
tested materials. The gravity force that acts on the test body is defined by Newton’s law of universal gravity as 
below:  

2
g

g g

GMm
F km

r
= =                               (3.7) 

The mg in (3.7) is called the gravitational mass that characterizes corresponding peculiarity of test body; 
namely, it shows how much weight force the body generates under the gravitational influence, the physical na-
ture of which is still unknown to us. Thus, the above-mentioned experiments show unequivocally that these two 
different experiments give exact equal values for the mentioned two kinds of characteristics of the substance:  

i gm m m= =                                  (3.8) 

The equivalence (3.8) brightly expresses all the mystery of gravity phenomena since the natural question 
arises there why these two kinds of characteristics must be the same that remains unanswered, despite the big 
number of theories, uncountable written pages and long disputes. Moreover, the reader must know that many 
other kinds of experiments with the gravity and with the accelerated movement give the same results:   

-The existing large group of facts shows that the consequences of “gravity” influence are indistinguishable 
from those that arise in consequence of accelerated movement. 

It concerns the above-mentioned phenomena: 1) force influence and movement (i.e. weight and free falling); 
as well as 2) geometrical changes of light’s trajectory; 3) the gravitational change of light frequency; 4) the gra-
vitational delay of time and other effects. Mentioned equivalence of the gravity and inertia are mainly confirmed 
by number of experiments that reader can find in the literature, as for example Ref. [19]. The possibility of re-
presentation of the known effects of GR as the consequence of accelerated movement is also shown. Einstein 
has taken into attention the mentioned experimentally established fact in creation of his gravity theory as a key 
principle that has been formulated in EEP. We invite reader’s attention to the next important remark once more. 
The matter is: 

-Einstein did not explain any way the similarity of the two kinds of phenomena (gravity & inertia) that 
were adopted as different subjects with initial definitions; and he only stated the experimentally revealed 
facts, considering these in the base of GR. 

Moreover, the genius thinker never hides that he does not comprehend the causal essence of gravity pheno-
mena; he says, for example, “If I could only understand what goes on in a falling lift!” Ref. [8]. Thus, from pre-
vious content, we shall evaluate Einstein’s relativity theories as they actually are, i.e., as pure formal-mathe- 
matical ways that provide important results, mostly corresponding to observations. Therefore, the attempts to 
present our conclusions as somewhat opposing Einstein’s relativity theories will be obviously inappropriate and 
groundless, because of actual absence of any causal interpretations there at all, by definition (1.1 b)).  

e) We shall examine now the important question: where from arises the restriction of “locality” in EEP? 
Named restriction only hindered direct identification of two concepts (inertia and gravity), which may signifi-
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cantly change created situation. The logical vague character of EEP has pushed some theorists to reject it at all, 
accepting inertia and gravity as separate phenomena having nothing common with each other. In fact, the gravi-
ty phenomena are attributed completely to peculiarities of “space-time” in RTG as Ref. [20] ignoring mentioned 
principle for example. Meanwhile, the attempts on opposite direction have taken place in other works, by pre-
senting “inertia” as a consequence of “curved space-time” also, to explain the similarity of the two phenomena. 
The presentation of “space-time” as “owner of peculiarities” however, simply transforms it to a kind of hypo-
thetical physical reality, on the rank of “non-provable ethers”, the wrongness of which was shown in previous 
chapter. Moreover, by this approach, a large group of equal results of mentioned experiments (3.2. d)) seems as 
a number of unexplainable exact coincidences. Thus, from above argumentations we see the inevitable necessity 
of a clear definition:  

Is the deep similarity of gravity and inertia phenomena a pure coincidence or are they identical by their 
physical essence with different names? 

The first choice seems just unbelievable with elementary logic, by taking into consideration the equivalence 
of inertial and gravity masses only, leaving aside even the large group of other kinds of coincidences. The con-
clusions on equivalence of gravity and inertial masses of Galilee and Newton had been confirmed by Eötvös 
with impressing accuracy (10−8) about hundred years ago, later with much more exactness (10−11) Ref. [21], and 
known last results were achieved in 1999 (10−14) Ref. [22]. However, new projects to test the equality of gravita-
tional and inertial masses (weak equality) with unprecedented accuracy (10−18) are suggested at present as Ref 
[23]. Meanwhile, the above-described reality clearly shows that the ubiquitous similarity of gravity and inertia 
phenomena are accepted by researchers as a statement, as they examined the question “how similar they are”, 
and not “why they are similar”. Thus, from cognitive viewpoint we can state:  

The restriction of “locality” in the equivalence principle has banned direct identification of the concepts of 
“gravity” with “inertia”, which caused further huge cognitive complications.  

However, scrupulous examination shows actual absence of any quantitative exposition of mentioned restric-
tion of “locality” in GR. Reader himself can get convinced that nothing changes in GR if we replace the “local 
equivalence” by direct identification of “gravity” with “inertia”. We see in GR mi = mg (3.7) adopted without 
any conditions or criterions; it shows that the concepts of “gravity” and “inertia” are actually indistinguishable 
in quantitative meaning. Thus, pure verbal-psychological character of the “locality” restriction becomes obvious 
from above-said. The mentioned fact is obvious and can be checked up if desired. Some critics of GR have also 
observed that concepts of gravity and inertia are quantitatively indistinguishable as Refs. [20], [24]. Moreover, 
academician Fock had pointed in his book on EEP; “The law of equivalence of inertial and weight masses have 
a general and nor a local character” in Ref. [25]. We need to emphasize that a number of experiments confirm 
the exact equality of gravity and inertia but not the “locality”. The fictional essence of the restriction of “locality” 
gets obvious; we can assert:  

Experimental results as well as quantitative expressions, confirming restriction of “locality” in equivalence 
of gravity with inertia are absent in GR. Thus, the allegation of “locality” may be evaluated as a verbal dec-
laration, adopted in virtue of intuition. 

We briefly examine beliefs and prejudices induced to adopt the restriction of locality in EEP that hindered the 
acceptance of gravity and inertia as the same thing when facts and reasons to do it are many. We know that the 
results of experiments in the accelerated spacecraft and in the unmovable lab in gravity field are the same; by 
free falling of test bodies, by force reaction (weight), by deflection of light path etc. Mentioned similarity of re-
sults does not allow the inner observer to define whether his closed lab is in accelerated movement condition or 
it is in corresponding gravity field? The equivalence principle was adopted due to similar results. However, the 
solution of the problem and detection of the difference between gravity field and accelerated movement seems 
to be possible if we use an “enough big” lab (or enough exact measuring tools). The trajectories of falling bodies 
for example, directed to the centre of material body, being the source of gravity field that are not parallel 
(Figure 3(a)). Meanwhile, these are supposed to be parallel in the accelerated spacecraft (Figure 3(b)). 

The above-described conclusion seems sufficient to put the restriction of locality in equivalence to gravity 
with the accelerated movement. This conviction however, is completely based on supposition because the dif-
ference between gravitational and inertial phenomena is not yet confirmed experimentally anyway. This restric-
tion also does not have any quantitative expression in GR in fact, as noticed above. Then we mark: 

The restriction of “locality” in GR plays purely declarative-psychological role, introduced because we do 
not see directly the corresponding movement.  
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(a)                             (b) 

Figure 3. The difference of trajectories in free falling (a), and in the acceleration (b).          
 

f) The identity of the concepts of gravity and inertia: universal expansion of substance  
The concepts of “gravity” and “inertia” are actually used in the same quantitative significance in GR, ex-

amined above. This conclusion opens clear indication of the physical nature of gravity. Moreover, it is easy to 
see that the problem of “locality” by itself goes out of agenda if we adopt the “gravity” as the “inertia”, sacrific-
ing our intuition. Thus, the whole group of phenomena inside our terrestrial lab that we call “gravitational”, can 
be looked as consequence of accelerated movement. It follows that our Earth, for example, continuously ex-
pands pushing the things on its surface in radial directions with acceleration, and the bodies resist to acceleration 
with inertial forces according to second law of Newton. The free falling of different kinds of test bodies with 
identical acceleration becomes simply explainable; the things, being free from their supports actually remain in 
their former places; the surface of Earth reaches them simultaneously. 

However, we will be unable to detect the described expansion visually due to its universal character for the 
material substance at all. The cabin of accelerated spacecraft as well as our etalon meter will expand proportion-
ally with all other material objects for the same reason. The trajectories of free falling test bodies will be indis-
tinguishable from those, which have been in the terrestrial lab as illustrated in the graphic, i.e. they become not 
parallel (Figure 4). Such explanation of gist of gravity strongly contradicts to human intuition due to our daily 
perception of material world that directly hinders even its detailed study. 

Many “obvious” objections also immediately arise there, for example such as: how can orbital movement and 
the celestial mechanics be explained, replacing universal attraction by expansion of material substance? The 
problem, however, is not new in the history of science from cognitive viewpoint. The humanity, for example, 
has been forced to agree with the “rotating” Earth and its orbital movement, with incredible velocity that was 
“the most unmovable thing” for us. We cannot see this, and we have adopted it today as out of doubt—after 
paying a proper price! Then it is possible to comprehend that we are in the same situation; we need to pay the 
next huge price, going versus our natural intuition to solve the mystery of gravity. Different kinds of gravita-
tional phenomena then become possible to interpret on the comprehensible causal base, without exceptions, 
(some examples follow).  

The concept of proportionally expanding material universe gives us important evidences of solution of many 
other fundamental problems of physics that will also be discussed further. Firstly, however, we shall draw the 
attention to below historical comparison: we have intuitively formed many “doubtless” convictions on sur-
rounding us material world due to our direct perceptions. We were initially convinced in the:  

1) Absoluteness of rest and movement; 2) absoluteness of directions; 3) opportunity of absolute (instantly) 
observation-measurement; 4) absolute invariable sizes.  

We learnt the history and dramatic events that forced us to remove the first two points from our minds from 
school education. We tried to show in the previous chapter that logical problems with SR reduce the necessity of 
releasing the third point from this list of false convictions. The fourth point however, remains yet strongly un-
shakable in our mind that forces us to refer to inappropriate creations to save our conviction, arisen because of 
natural intuition.  
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Figure 4. The full equality of expansion with the grawity.                 

 
g) Other evidences on expanding world  
1) The causal interpretation of physical nature of gravity is absent in Newton’s gravity theory as mentioned 

above (3.1. a)). Meantime, the actual identification of inertial and gravitational phenomena is silently used there 
in fact, since Great Newton does not put any difference between the two kinds of masses in his theory and quan-
titative considerations at all. It simply brings to the same conclusion in favor of expanding world, as it was nar-
rated above.  

2) We can find the valuable evidence of universal expansion in Ref. [13]. This theory provides correct results 
equal to GR (3.1 a)) and the conceptual explanation of gravity is based there on the variability of particles’ 
mass. The brief content of theory is as below: 

All kinds of physical values are possible to represent by combinations of h, c natural constants and with a sin-
gle basic value only, serving as free parameter, having measures L, T, M, etc. This possibility derives from 
well-known quantum relations: 

2 2
c

c c

hh hm
c c c

ν
λ τ

= = =                              (3.9) 

where, m mass of particle; h Planck’s constant; λc, νc, τc are Compton’s wavelength, the frequency and the wave 
period, accordingly.  

We need to emphasize here that the free parameter may be variable, in virtue of its uniqueness. The laws of 
nature and observed phenomena in general will remain the same with this supposition (it means we will be una-
ble to see any changes in our world). This conclusion was used in mentioned work by accepting the mass as a 
variable. However, the relations (3.9) unequivocally say that λc (νc, τc) also must change with variable mass of 
the particle! Thus, we are just obligated to adopt continuous expansion of Compton’s wavelength and decrease 
of its frequency, if we accept continuous reduction of the masses of particles. It means our world is in dynami-
cally variable condition, i.e. our meters and our clocks etc are permanently in change together with us and with 
all of material things, in such a way that leaves no opportunity for us to perceive our real situation directly. We 
observe reaction of forces between contacting material bodies (weights) and we see their “free falling” each to 
other that remains completely unexplainable to us due to our intuitive convictions! The difference of two theo-
ries (GR and [13]) relates to their verbal interpretations only having no actual significance in the results; thus, 
with the same, the described conclusion on expanding world relates to GR as well.  

3) Hubble’s expansion of universe (Hubble’s flow), that is now accepted as a doubtless fact by dominant ma-
jority of experts, may serve as direct evidence to expanding world. 

It was established by observations that far away galaxies recede from us with some speed proportional to their 
distance. This is characterized by Hubble’s law; VH ≈ H0D, where H0 ≈ 75(km/s)/Mps (Mps ≈ 3.09 * 1022 M), 
and D is the distance to observed object. We need to bring only one important remark on this matter. The dealt is 
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a strange situation created by this wonderful opening, arousing continued disputes among theorists. The expan-
sion of universe actually follows from GR (it is simple to understand from previous content). It was theoretically 
shown particularly by de Sitter, A. Friedman, G. Lemaitre. Einstein added then the special constant Λ  (cos-
mological constant) in his Equations (3.5) for the sake of “protecting the static condition of universe”. However, 
its necessity disappeared with the opening of Hubble’s expansion. Thus, the following picture has been created: 

The “gravity influence” pushes universe into compression, vs. expansion of Hubble. The intriguing question 
immediately begs here: which of these opposing factors will prevail in the fate of universe? Then the experi-
menters have begun the measurements of density of substance in universe for necessary correction of Hubble's 
constant to solve the arisen problem. The statement of the question is the following: is it the less or exceeding 
average density of substance than the critical ratio in universe that will define how the expansion will go in fu-
ture? Will it continue forever or it will stop and change to compression etc. The surprising fact however, has re-
vealed; the corrections show that relation f(H0, ρ) → f(H0, ρcr), which means the factor of expansion has ap-
peared too close to gravity compression factor that does not allow yet to answer clearly what will happen to un-
iverse in future. The solution of problem is possible by analyzing the above-mentioned facts.  

The universal expansion follows from GR i.e. from quantitative description of gravity. It just means that 
both of these factors are different expressions of the same phenomena; their equal quantitative significance 
becomes then simply explainable.  

Moreover, the accelerated character of expansion of universe also has been confirmed by observations as in 
Refs. [26] [27]. Thus, we have a complete opportunity to replace gravity by universal expansion of substance in 
virtue of EEP and previous remarks, and the absence of visual perception of expansion only prevents us to adopt 
it.  

We need to examine one wonderful question arisen with Hubble’s expansion, to evaluate the actual signific-
ance of our visual perceptions. The matter is there is no reasonable answer to the question; why does universe 
expand within global scale and is it unchangeable in short-local scale? The question is lawful since the same 
common laws of nature determine behavior of material objects independent from scales9. Then we can simply 
state, judging from the circumstances of the problem.  

The image of expanded universe was created using different methods of evaluations.  
The expansion of universe in large scales was accepted in virtue of Doppler shift of light frequency, mean-

while we judge about unchangeable sizes of our planetary system as well as galaxy in virtue of direct visual ob-
servations. We have no technical opportunities to visual observe of geometrical changes in large scale, for the 
faraway cosmic objects, and we adopt their motion in virtue of light’s frequency change only. The frequency 
changes, however, are peculiar to the local scale cosmic systems also that are visually seen unchangeable (red 
shift of Sunlight, reaching to Earth, for example). The deepest subjectivity of our methodology becomes obvious 
from above-said. We observe the frequency change on distance as a common peculiarity of universe, in fact. 
Thus, we adopt the frequency change as evidence of movement and expansion in large scales, where we are un-
able to observe visually. However, we explain the same results of observations as an unexplainable to us “grav-
ity influence”, in scales suitable for our visual observations. Thus, we are facing the inevitable choice:  

-We must adopt the observed cosmic expansion as common-universal, attributing it to material substance 
also, sacrificing our intuition, or:  

-We must accept a large group of known facts as a chain of incredible coincidences.  
The second one was accepted, in fact, due to huge pressure of human intuition. We prefer the first one how-

ever, considering the known role of mentioned factor in science history in general and the harmony of world 
perception that opens up with this. Then this conception becomes well confirmed with dominant conviction of 
creation of Universe (Big Bang Theory) and it provides additional evidence on the issue. It simply says that all 
cosmic objects, which we now see in gravitational balanced condition, were created from an insignificant 
“small” space and from one single kind of proto substance. Otherwise, the harmonically-proportional expansion 
of our material world will be impossible, since independent kinds of realities, having the same, similar-equal 
peculiarities of expansion, seem extremely improbable. By presented judgments, we come to an important con-
clusion on the single kind of physical reality being the basis of the substance, creating all possible material 
things. Thus, the next natural question arises: what kind of reality may serve the basis of all? Einstein was deep-
ly convinced; “the electromagnetic field is enough for that” and he stubbornly worked on the idea, until the end 

 

 

9Here we meant verbal character and actual absence of significance the restriction of locality in EEP.  
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of his days (about 30 years), he did not succeed to complete it, however, mostly, because of non-comprehension 
of the causal essence of gravity as in Ref. [8].  

The principal possibility of realization of Einstein’s fundamental idea, on a single kind of primordial physical 
reality, is shown with representation of known elementary particles and their interactions based on the electro-
magnetic field as in Refs. [1] [4].  

It is also possible to mark some observed results in favor of the presented concept. Particularly, the trajectory 
deflection of NACA’s spacecraft “Pioneer” in correspondence to Hubble’s constant is possible to observe as non 
coincidental, as some researchers are inclined to think as Ref. [28]. Meanwhile, it can be explained with actual 
expansion of our Solar system, in accordance to Hubble’s universal expansion, with expansion of the material 
substance in general (that remains invisible to us).  

The resent observations of concentrically expanding groups of cosmic objects also may serve as next serious 
evidence on the expansion concept in general, as in Ref. [29]. We see it appropriate referring to a recent publica-
tion directly evidencing the rightness of the developed concept of universality of expansion, as Ref. [30]. 

It is possible to comprehend that universal expansion of the world, consisting of manifold single kind objects 
will be unobservable (indescribable) within framework of idealized abstract mathematical concepts, without 
consideration and study of natural properties and peculiarities of physical objects. It means, in complete descrip-
tion of gravity phenomena a couple of known basic natural constants c, h must be expressed. Einstein’s GR (and 
other theories) give us quantitative descriptions of gravity, without causal connection of it to the basic particles 
of substance that necessary to complete the theory. 

3.3. Some Quantitative Reasoning on Universal Expansion 
We have no intention to put under doubt and challenge the quantitative significance of GR in general, in con-
formity to previous content. Meanwhile some clarifications, possible simplifications and important conclusions 
can be easily derived, as we know the causal base of studied phenomena, as we believe. These can be suitable 
for experimental test.  

a) The complicated math apparatus of GR is easy to explain since it relates to “distorted-observable” values 
and events, and not to “actual events and laws of nature” (1.1. f)), (2.1.5). A second complication with GR is re-
lated to universal character of phenomena where “everything” participates in expansion process and all physical 
values and units become someway-interconnected variables. We can judge from (3.9) that there will be no way 
to see (measure) the geometrical changes of the expansion process in case of idealized-instant measurements (if 
we accept c → ∞) in virtue of proportional changes of any real-physical etalons and observation systems in our 
world. Einstein’s equations as well as Schwarzschild solution simply evidence the above-said (3.5), (3.4); all 
kinds of relative effects become zero if we accept the light velocity as infinite. We will detect action forces be-
tween contacting bodies and see “free falling” etc. that will be unexplainable to us, as actually seen. 

Some secondary consequences of expansion process only may be detectable by direct vision that becomes 
possible thanks to limited light velocity.  

We see the “far” events, connected to the motion with some delayed time, therefore certain difference relative 
to events “close” to us can be observed. The light velocity and corresponding parameters of material objects de-
fine the significance of “distortion” related to universal expansion that will be arguments in our formulas. 
Above-said may serve as a causal essence of GR effects in general.   

We can illustrate one serious critical remark addressed to GR that puts it under doubt in general, based on 
above-said, as example. The matter is some theorists have observed that: 

GR is not adequate from energetic point of view, since the gravitational energy gets different significances 
depending on the choice of observation systems, as in Ref. [7].  

We can comprehend the essence of the problem considering that GR relates to observable values and events, 
and not to actual ones as said above. Then it becomes clear that-GR is not suitable for causal description of 
phenomena at all. We must pass into idealized thought system of observation, with absolute constant units of 
measurement to have the actual picture of gravity phenomena that will correspond to their casual mechanisms, 
similar to Copernicus’ logical operations (1.1. c)). We already used the same operation to explain SR phenome-
na causally as observable distortions of reality (previous chapter).  

The problem, however, becomes technically complicated in this case, because we need to consider new rela-
tions, arising due to dependencies of examined physical values on properties and parameters of material sub-
stance that we need to consider.   
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b) We will use the local systems of observation, which is maximally comfortable, to simplify our calculus, in 
comparison to covariant description that used in GR. Moreover, we will examine particular cases only: the ho-
mogeneous symmetrical distribution of material substance and the absence of axial–angular momentum also. In 
this way, we can apply the single coordinate description that changes nothing from conceptual point of view and 
extremely simplifies the work.  

c) Initially we intuitively have supposed in the classic physics the opportunity for us to mark absolute static 
systems and sizes (3.2. f)) and the unchangeable course of time with evenly standard intervals. We have never 
thought to link our units of measurements with concrete material objects, as we have assume these unchangeable 
at all, therefore it has not been important how those were set in practice. We can immediately understand now 
that our “meter” will change proportionally together with all material objects. 

However, the question with the “time” is not so easy to solve as we do not have yet an unambiguous defini-
tion: what is meant under the term “time” at all! 

Thus, we are just obligated to ask the natural question: what will happen with our clocks with universal ex-
pansion? For this, we must first answer the question, how is “time” linked with material substance? We have 
used in practice some real physical objects as the etalons of clocks that are able to generate some repeated-
ly-regular events, the frequency f of which we can adopt as the time course or its inversely-propositional value 
as the time interval: t = 1/f. We can construct our clock from simplest form of substance-ideal gas. It is possible 
to conclude that events’ frequency in standard condition (for example, the collision of two molecules of gas in 
certain volume) will be proportional to their distribution density:  

f ρ∝  and: 1 1t f ρ= ∝                             (3.10) 

We adopt (3.10) as definition of “realistic time” connected with substance and variable with the expansion, vs. 
abstract concept of “time” in supposition of it as unchangeable-absolute. We need to adopt proportionally sym-
metrical expansion of sizes to all possible material objects that we perceive as “unchangeable” as well:  

V R∝                                     (3.11) 
where: V velocity of expansion and R is the distance. 

The light velocity serves as an important factor that gives us possibility to observe certain secondary effects 
connected to universal expansion (the GR effects, in analogy to SR effects). Thus, we need to adopt restricted 
speed of our possible measurements also: 

msV c= < ∞                                   (3.12) 

where: Vms maximum velocity of measurements (observations). 
Thus, (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) are the basic principles to describe the expanding world (the consequences of 

which we perceive as “gravity phenomena”). 
Let us suppose the expanded substance distributed homogenously by density ρ, in the spherical body with ra-

dius R (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. The expansion of material body.           
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We can write from (3.10)   

33 4πM Rρ = , 
3Rt k

M
=  and 23d dkt R R

M
=                     (3.13)  

where: M the mass; k certain coefficient. We can write from (3.11) and from Figure 5.  

0

0

V
V R

R
=  and 0

0

d d
V

V R
R

=                             (3.14) 

We define the acceleration of surface point relative to center in radial direction:   

0
2

0

d
d 3

VV Ma
t kR R

= = ⋅                                (3.15)  

where: V0, R0 velocity of point on the surface and its radius. 
We adopt mi = mg = m (3.8) and a = g0 because of identity inertia and gravity (3.2. f)) and we get from (3.15) 

the Newton’s law of gravity:  

0
2 2

0

d
d 3g

VV Mm GMmF m
t kR R R

= = ⋅ =                            (3.16) 

where: 0

03
V

G
kR

=  is the Cavendish constant established experimentally. 

We can define the significance V0 as the final speed in the end of way R from known formula of accelerated 
movement, accepting R = R0:  

0 0 0
0

22 eGMV g R V
R

= = =                             (3.17) 

where eV  called the escape velocity known within frame of Newton’s gravity. We see then V0 corresponds to 
vg in (3.4): 0

e
gV V v= = . 

We can write from (3.17), using the density instead of mass: 

0 0
8π

3
GV R ρ

=  and 
2

0
2
0

3
8π

V
GR

ρ = ⋅                       (3.18) 

We can then define k and t from (3.13), (3.15) 

0 03k V GR=  and 0 01.5 .t R V=                 (3.19)  

The significance of t in (3.19) corresponds to virtual time that needs to pass from initial point of expansion (0) 
to surface, calculated by present scales and units of measurements. The expression (3.19) shows relative mean-
ing of time depending on parameters of material objects. The local character of “time” as property of a concrete 
material object and wrongness of operation with “universal time” concept become clear by the same. 

We emphasize that our definition of “time” (3.10) corresponds to components of stress-energy tensor Tμν in 
Einstein’s Equations (3.5) by using known mass-energy relation E = mc2: 

ef ρ ρ∝ ∝                                   (3.20) 

where eρ  is the density of energy. 
(3.20) shows that the concept of “time” characterizes the energetic condition of substance. Thus, “time” can 

have only local-concrete meaning and not abstract universal, separate from material objects that are silently ac-
cepted in classic physics. This definition of physical “time” directly corresponds to Einstein’s realistic demand 
(1.1. f)). The relation (3.18) by its form and members corresponds to Hubble’s law. We accept the expansion of 
substance identical to Hubble’s expansion (3.2. 3)):  

0 0V R H≡ , and we get from (3.18): 
23

8π
H

G
ρ =                                   (3.21) 
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The observable closeness ρ → ρcr may evidence the rightness of this identification.   
Then the addition of “balancing” constant Λ  to Einstein’s Equation (3.5) becomes unnecessary, since Hub-

ble’s expansion and gravity become the same factor, interconnected and equal (as action with reaction in New-
ton’s 3rd law). We can conclude also that mystically “dark matter” and “dark energy” seems as unnecessary, and 
the corresponding observable phenomena must be explained in the frame of outlined concept (will discussed).  

d) To define relativistic effects connected with universal expansion (gravity) we need to consider 3rd prin-
ciple (3.12). The interconnected factors of expansion speed and acceleration, in combination with light velocity 
will be the arguments defining this or that observable relativistic effects, as it derives from above content. We 
will study the significance of two mentioned factors separately due to comfort of their application for the con-
crete effects.   

Let’s assume, an observer measured the distance R0 using the light signal passing from center to surface 
(Figure 5). The measured time will be R0/c without consideration of expansion. There will be certain delay of 
time because of expansion speed:   

0 0 0 0
2

0 0

R R R V
t

c V c c cV
∆ = − =

− −
                            (3.22) 

We define the relative increase of measured value using (3.22): 

( )
2 2 2 3 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 3 4

0 0 0 01

n

v n

tV V V V V V VRk
R R c cV c V c c c c c

∆∆
= = = = = + + + +

− −
            (3.23) 

Using (3.17), we get: 
3 1

2 22 2

2 2 4 2 2
0 0 0 0

2 2 4 2
n

v
GM GM G M GMk

c R c R c R c R

+

   
= + + + +   

   
                  (3.24) 

We will be satisfied by examination of “weak” gravity, accepting 0V c�  that brings to: 

2
0

2
v

GMk
c R

≈                                   (3.25) 

The result (3.25) may serve as illustration of physical meaning of Schwarzschild solution and corresponding 
“curvature of space-time” (3.4). Meantime, we see that (3.24) provides additional correcting members despite 
incomparable simplicity of used considerations.  

We need to consider the increase of expansion speed also during the measurement that will be defined by ac-
celeration factor. The increase of expansion speed will be: 

0
0g

R
V g

c
∆ = , and 

( ) ( )2

2

n
g gg

g n

V VV
k

c c c

∆ ∆∆
= + + + . Using 

2
0

0
02

V
g

R
=  from (3.17) we get: 

2
0

0.5g v
GMk k
c R

≈ =                                (3.26)  

We bring causal illustrations to some known GR effects by using deduced factors kv, kg.  
 “Gravity influence” on the frequency of light  

Let us assume light’s signal passes way 0l R�  near to surface of material body in radial direction. Doppler 
frequency change will appear in consequence of expansion. Own expansion of l may be ignored in virtue of ini-
tial condition and the frequency change will be defined mostly with the acceleration factor.  

2 2 2d d d dRf f V c g R c GM R c R≈ = =  

The summary effect on two opposite radial directions will be defined:  

( )
0

0

2 2
2

0 0 00

d
R l

g
R

GM l lf f GM c R R k
R l R lc R

+

∆ ≈ ± = ⋅ = ⋅
+ +∫ ∓ ∓                 (3.27) 

The same effect is interpreted with GR as “consequence of difference of gravity potentials”: 
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2
2

0 0 0

1 1
g

GM lf f c k
R R l R lc

φ
 

∆ = ±∆ = − = + + 
 

                   (3.28) 

(This effect has been confirmed repeatedly, for example, by Shapiro in laboratory and later by NASA in cos-
mic scale (Gravity Probe—A). 
 Deviation of light ray near massive body 

The light’s ray looks curved in consequence of universal expansion. The massive body M expands from 
dashed line to solid, accordingly, the observer’s position changes during light passage from the edge of material 
body to the observer (Figure 6). The position of light source seems shifted with angle a. The factors of speed 
and acceleration of expansion participate in the phenomenon in virtue of scales. We can define the share of ex-
pansion speed immediately considering that it is perpendicular to light’s ray as bellow: 

v v va tga k≈ =  

The component of acceleration gn perpendicular to ray only causes the curvature, which is changeable along 
the way. We introduce variable coordinate x to define gn (Figure 6).  

( )
0 0 0

3 3 22 2
0

n R
R GMR GMR

g g
R R x R

= = =
+

 

While the ray passes the elementary distance dx the expansion speed will increase in perpendicular direction: 
d dn nV g x c= . We define the summary change of speed accepting that the light’s ray passes the distance 

( )−∞ → +∞ . 

( )0 3 22 2 00

d 2
n

x GMV GMR
cRc x R

+∞

−∞

∆ = =
+

∫  and 2
0

2 2n
g g g v

V GMa tga k k
c c R

∆
≈ = = = =  

The resulting deviation angle will be:  
2

02 4v g va a a k GM c R= + ≈ =                             (3.29) 

It coincides with prediction of GR that the first time was confirmed by Eddington in 1919. 
 The angular displacement of planets’ orbits 

Causal interpretation of the phenomenon is the same as in above-examined effects. Two factors kv, kg partici-
pate in the effect as the observer’s location is supposed to be connected to the central body which extremely 
simplifies the calculations.  

The relative expansion of orbit’s radius during observation will be: 1.5v g vR R k k k∆ = + =  
The expansion of orbital length will be 2πL R∆ = ∆  and angular displacement will be: 

2π 3π vL R R R kϕ∆ = ∆ = ∆ =  

 

 
Figure 6. Light rays deviation near massive body. M, R0: massive body; S: light source; N: 
observer’s location; C: light ray; a: deviation angle.                                   
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We use ( )1a e−  instead of R, where a is the long axis and e is the elliptic parameter of orbit, and we get the 
final expression of angular change as: 

( ) ( )2

3π 6π
1 1

vk GM
a e c a e

ϕ∆ = =
− −

                             (3.30) 

This result was confirmed first time in relation to the planet Mercury that was resolute for recognition of the 
whole significance of GR. 
 The light signal’s “delay in gravity field” 

This prediction of GR also was confirmed by different observations. Meanwhile, one undesirable conclusion 
follows from a phenomenon that is unspoken. The matter is the light signal “slows down” in case if it passes vs. 
gravity field (light radiates from central body). The effect gets the opposite sign however, in opposite direction 
by the same formulas. Then the velocity of light exceeds c that looks contradicting to basic principle of SR! The 
problem is simple to explain within the expansion concept; the passed way of light’s signal l increases (decreas-
es) during the observation (measuring) in consequence of expansion, and the light’s velocity does not change. 
We shall define the time delay considering variability of factors kv, kg in scales of observation 0l R� .  

( ) 3

d 3 dd v g
R GM Rt k k
c Rc

= + = ⋅  and we get: 
0

0

3 3
0

3 d 3 ln
R l

R

GM R GM lt
R Rc c

+

∆ = ± = ±∫    (3.31) 

Similar experiments are also realized by NASA. We shall remark an important point on above examples that 
all results are based on the same causal concept which may serve as an evidence of its correctness. In author’s 
view: 

-The possibility of unification of Newton’s gravity, Hubble’s expansion and Einstein’s GR in the same 
causal context may be adopted as weighty evidence on significance of the offered concept. 

The interpretation of other relativistic effects with the same comprehensible causal basis also seems possible. 
Particularly, the effects connected with presence of angular momentum can be calculated by consideration of the 
Coriolis Effect arising with expansion process (as Lense-Thirring effect etc.). 

e) Some “obvious” problems with universal expansion concept arise that need to be examined. 
 The absence of “gravity waves” follows from offered concept  

The question however has following simplest explanation: “gravity waves” have arisen by verbal-arbitrary 
interpretation of GR, which was illustrated in the previous content. 

Einstein’s Equations (3.5) are adopted to present the “field equations” and existence of its “indignant states” 
as well as “gravity radiation” follows formally. The absence of influence on distance, however, is one of the 
main principles of GR that brought to correct results. Then some internal contradiction arises between “gravity 
waves” (as the “influence on distance”) and “movement by geodetic, free of influence” (the verbal replacement 
of “field” with the “curvature of space-time” does not remove the problem).  

Meantime, it has shown already that GR presents by itself a quantitative description of expanded world and 
Einstein’s equations actually describe the observable movement exclusively. Thus, “gravity wave” becomes a 
result of misinterpretation of used concepts. The same conclusion derives from direct identification of “gravity” 
with the “inertia” that is actually adopted in GR (as well as in Newton’s gravity). Then it becomes simply ob-
vious that “the inertial waves passing a distance” cannot exist by definition, as the inertial force influence is 
transferred through direct contact of material objects only. It becomes clear from above-said that experimental 
detection of “gravity wave” means violation of identity of concepts of gravity and inertia that will be crucial for 
the offered concept in whole. The experimental confirmation of non-distinguishable gravity and inertia, however, 
seems easier realizable to us (3.2. f)) than “gravity wave detection” which may remove this problem from the 
agenda at all, as artificially created. We hope the experimenters may consider the above-said as obvious argu-
mentations and such experiments may be implemented. 
 Problems with “dark matter” and “dark energy” 

One of the aspects of introduction of “dark matter” was connected to the Hubble’s expansion and to the cos-
mological member, that was examined above (3.3. b), c), d)). Some observed results, however, have pushed to 
recover the “dark matter” in addition to “dark energy” as well. The issue is, certain cosmic systems have been 
observed, where significance of Newton’s gravity looks as exceeded, while evaluating the quantity of gravitat-
ing substance by known criterions. Then theorists introduced some unclear kind of “reality” necessary to com-
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pensate the “deficit" of gravity. This approach cannot be acceptable to us in virtue of adopted methodology as a 
pure “ad hoc” hypothesis without any evidence of its existence. Meanwhile, the concept of expansion opens 
clear opportunity to solve similar cognitive complications as consequences of differences between observable 
and actual pictures of reality (3.3. a)) (i.e. similar to SR problems). Different “deviations from known natural 
laws” and causal paradoxes may be observed then that may be pushing to introduce a new hypothetical reality. 
For example, some increase of planet’s orbital movement (3rd point, in 3.3. d)) may be interpreted as “some in-
crease of gravity field” of central body, if desired. The decrease of orbital movement is also possible to observe 
depending on parameters and observation systems that will demand additional “repulsive forces” with their cor-
responding sources etc. Then the essence and actual significance of examined problems become clear. We need 
to notice, that some researchers do not share modern hypotheses on “dark matter”/“energy” and have disputed 
this approach with certain arguments as in Ref. [31]. 
 Problems with orbital movement and heavenly mechanics 

The examined identity of concepts of “gravity” and “inertia” are enough to present the same consequences of 
gravity as phenomena connected with the universal expansion of substance as our equations remain the same 
(Newton’s gravity as well as GR). However, a huge number of immediate questions beg there with “switch” 
from gravitation to inertia. The situation is similar to intuitive reaction of the announcement of the Earth as 
something round, on its movement etc. We will look at couple of probable questions only: 

-The Moon “feels” through gravity field where the Earth is, and “may choose” the path to move around it. 
How can it “understand” now: where is the Earth’s location? The answer is easy to find considering that expan-
sion is accelerative that is characterized by three physical parameters: direction, speed and acceleration relative 
to a free, uniform movement that contains in it two parameters only (direction and speed). It follows that the 
body that is expanding with acceleration, “remembers” the initial point where it has started the process. It will 
do corresponding oscillations around it by getting certain external impulse. The explanation that the Earth and 
the Moon have consisted in one common body in the time follows from this. They have been divided by some 
scenario; both of them now oscillate around the initial common point of their masses, under initial equal im-
pulses on opposite directions.  
 Next problem concerns the “obvious” conclusion of infinite increase of expansion speed with time due to 

its accelerating character  
A quantitative explanation of the problem is also possible, despite that it sounds somewhat unusual in the 

framework of adopted traditional concepts. The question is related to “time” concept that was the “univer-
sal-abstract” before and now it is directly defined with the density of mass-energy (3.10), (3.20). The inverse 
proportionality of unit interval of time to density of substance brings to permanent increase of next interval of 
time in relation to the previous. Thus, permanent increase of speed (the first differential of distance by time) 
arises as result of decrease of regular events’ frequency due to universal expansion. It simply follows from rela-
tions (3.13), (3.14), (3.15). The “actual picture” of expansion (that we would see in imaginary absolute system, 
with unchangeable timers and meters) would be seen by exponential law, where the final speed of expansion 
strives to the light velocity: V c→ < ∞ , with τ → ∞ . i.e., a wrong conclusion arises because we observe a 
distorted picture of expansion (except Hubble’s expansion that we “see” indirectly). We bring some simplest 
considerations. Using (3.14) and accepting “time” as an independently free variable, we write:  

0

0

d
d

VR R
t R
= . And we get ( )0

0
0 0

ln
VR t t

R R
= − . Accepting 0 0t =  we get: 

0 0
0eV t RR R= . Using (3.18), we get:  

0
0

8π
exp

3
G

R R t
ρ 

= ⋅  
 

 and: ( )0
0

3ln
8π

t R R
Gρ

=                 (3.32) 

The time change with expansion in imaginary absolute system is illustrated (Figure 7). 

3.4. Energy of Expansion: Gravity Constant 
The gravitational energy is connected to expansion speed, as it follows from the offered concept. It represents 
kinetic energy, concentrated exclusively in the expanded body. Then its dependence on the system of observa-
tion becomes simply explainable.  
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Figure 7. Time change with expansion.                    

 
a) We shall bring here one most important remark for following considerations. From above-said follows, 

that gravity characteristic of the substance itself has a local significance  
It means the peculiarities of expansion are defined by the parameters of a concrete material object. It has been 

expressed in our formulas, where the adopted “gravity constant” always acts in combination with the mass- 
energy density of substance (or, with “local time” (3.3. c)). Above-said means that “gravity” peculiarity of sub-
stance cannot be an independent fundamental constant of nature (in the rank of h, c) and it may be defined with-
in the dependence on certain free parameter of substance, in combination with h, c (3.2. g), 2)). Thus, we must 
adopt that the experimentally established known to us “gravity constant” becomes variable in the imaginary ab-
solute system, parallel to course of time, with our length units etc.10. It becomes clear also, that adopted “gravity 
constant” is not “so successful” in virtue of possibility of simplest definition, following from (3.14). The relation 
V/R becomes a sort of local constant for a concrete material object in absolute system of observation, due to the 
demand of symmetry preservation during expansion (that we observed as Hubble’s expansion). Thus, we ex-
amine relation V = f(R) for concrete material object to open causal essence of expansion. We shall define kinetic 
energy of expansion for the standard body M, R0 relative to its center (Figure 8). 

The kinetic energy corresponding to elementary volume between R, R + dR will be: 
2d d 2w V m= , where: 0 0V V R R=  (3.14), 2 2 3

0d 4π d 3 dm R R MR R Rρ= =  and we get: 

0 0 2
4 20

05
0 0 0

3 3d d
102

R R MV
w w R R MV

R
= = =∫ ∫                         (3.33) 

Using (3.17), we can write: 
2

03 5w GM R=                                   (3.34) 

(3.34) appears equal to full “energy of gravitational field” that is calculated by the next imaginary operation: 
the “gravity source” disintegrates to elementary parts that are shifting away on infinite distance. The resulting 
energy that needs to be spent to overcome “attraction forces” to complete the described operation gives the same 
result. Thus, the exact coincidence of results of two considerations confirms the full identity of concepts “gravi-
ty” and “inertia” by their energetic significances also (i.e. without “local” restriction).   

b) Derivation of the gravity constant: The universal, proportional expansion of material world may be possi-
ble in case of a single kind of basic substance, creating all possible kinds of elementary particles, localized (such 
electron, proton, etc.) as well as non-localized (photon) (3.2. g). 3)). The reader can find physical models of 
elementary particles as localized and non-localized quanta of electromagnetic fields in Refs. [1] [4]. Then we 
can conclude that energy (or velocity) of expansion may have only electromagnetic nature, as it follows from 
this presentation. We can simply suppose that expansion must be connected to the electromagnetic coupling 
constant, i.e., it will be defined by the fundamental fine structure constant ( )1 137a ≈  as well as all other kinds 
of interactions of particles and all known physical-chemical peculiarities of substance in general as it  

 

 

10We mark that above-said may serve as another explanation to observable difference of gravity constant, depending on distance and density 
of substance, thus, to a necessity introduction of “dark matter-energy”. 
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Figure 8. The energy of expansion.            

 
presented in Ref. [32]. We test the supposition with electron’s physical model as localized Compton wave pola-
rized circularly, in view of its simple structure (as wave interference-standing wave) relative to other particles  
Refs. [1] [4]. We will choose certain system of description adopting: [ ] 1eL cλ≡ ≡ ≡  where: eλ  is the  
Compton’s wavelength for the electron). We write our basic supposition in chosen relative units system in fol-
lowing simplest form:   

*
eV a≡                                     (3.35) 

(3.35) corresponds to escape velocity of electron taking it as the “gravity source”.  
It may be transferred into real units system using below expression:  

e eV ac cλ=                                   (3.36)  

where: c serves as the velocity unit, and the numeric constant e cλ  taking into account the difference of local 
time units in two systems11 (3.3. c)).  

We are using quantum relation (3.9) to define mass of the electron (according to adopted electron model in 
Ref. [1]). 

e eM m h cλ= = , 

We define speed as (3.17) 2e e eV Gm R=  where: eR  is the electron radius: 

2πe eR λ=  (see in Ref. [1]). 

We obtain from (3.36)  
22 3 2

4π
e ea c

G
h c
λ λ

= ⋅                                   (3.37) 

The standing wave and diameter of the particle have some increase in examined model, corresponding to its 
anomaly magnetic moment: ( )1.00115965e B r eµ µ λ λ≈ ≈   where λr is the real-average wavelength as in 

Ref. [1]. We get from (3.37) final expression considering mentioned correction ( )r e e Bλ λ µ µ≈ : 

4 22 3 2

4π
e e e

T
B

a c
G

h c
λ µ λ

µ
 

= ⋅ 
 

                              (3.38) 

We got 11 3 1 26.6755 10 M kg sTG − − − ≅ × ⋅ ⋅   that well corresponds to recent measurements.  

4. Conclusions and Discussions 
The derived formula for the theoretical significance of gravity constant (3.38) may be interpreted as coinciden-

 

 

11We shall remind that “time” concept has local character in GR in fact, due of its definition as the density of energy-impulse in Einstein 
Equations (3.5). 
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tal, if taken separately. However, in authors’ viewpoint, it is difficult to do in the whole context of approach, 
considering a number of similar “coincidences”. Meanwhile, the opportunity of cause-effect, harmonious and 
self-consistent representation of material world on the unique basis of substance and on the common principles 
of nature, may be a weighty evidence of significance of the offered concept and used methodology.  

The productivity of the approach proves the correctness of the wave-dynamical representation of elementary 
particles and of the microcosm in whole as Ref. [1] [4]. It confirms the convictions and demands of undeniable 
founders Einstein, de Broglie, Schrodinger, Planck and other coryphées of physics unfairly rejected by the ma-
jority.  

Offered causal interpretation confirms and clarifies quantitative significance of relativity theories; meantime it 
demands an important revision of the adopted cognitive interpretations (or to replenish their absence). These 
become conceptually completed, “full-blooded” physical theories, with the same.  

New opportunities may open to explain certain problems with cosmology. Particularly, complicated processes 
of “Gravity collapse” and “Big Bang” may have new aspects of description, remaining in the framework of the 
known natural laws, i.e. without referring to the mystical “Singularity”. 
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